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Tonight’s The Night
Phil Jones Will Lead the
Singing At “All Maine
Colleges” Gathering
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This is the night of the “all
Maine Colleges” graduates and for
mer students get-together at Rock
land High School auditorium with
all Knox County’s interested folk
invited.
Non-college folk are
warmly welcome as well.
This meeting in no way conflicts
with the college clubs now in ex
istence in the county, but really
augments them. The four Maine
colleges have a community of inter
ests and should get together once
a year at least. Such a group could
do much of value for this area. A
small charge will be made for ad
missions tonight and this amount
will go into a scholarship fund to
be administered on a county-wide
basis by a group representing the
four colleges. It is planned to form
Members of the U. S. Coast f
a permanent organization tonight,
the new officers being empowered
Guard Cutter Kickapco which is
to complete plans for the combina
ha cd at Rockland. This craft, !
tion.
which lias long been a familiar
A high light of tonight’s show will
.sight on the Rockland waterfront
be the presence of Phil Jones,
is assigned here primarily for ice- '
long a popular idols of local youth
and
friends of the adult population.
breaking duty in the rivers of the
Phil will lend his rich personality
Maine coast. During the Winter |
and fine voice to leading the sing
months, the crew are on two-hour j
ing.
Hand by orders, that is, the craft j
Representatives of each of the
must put out from its base on |
colleges will be present and speak
whatever mission it is called for
briefly of the college, to be fol
in two hours fiom the time that
lowed by motion pictures concerned
they are not.fled.
with the athletic, social or educa
Tne Kickapoo has a crew of 39
tional life of the college. Mans
men and five ofiicers commanded
field of Bates, Lynn Wells of Bow
by Chief Boatswain A. J. Brown.
doin and Ted Curtis of Maine will
The craft Ls 157 feet 4 inches in
be present and there is a strong pos
length and ifcs displacement Is 845
sibility that the new Maine foot
tens., She is especially built for
ball coach will be on deck. The High
ice-breaking duty, being heavily
School Orchestra will provide
braced around her bow to enable
.
. ..
, . , .
' plates. The bow is sheared back the ice and use the vessel s weight music.
her to withstand the shock of ice- | H
Tlie hour is 8 o’clock, sharp
to break down through.
breaking without damaging her under to allow her to ride up on
In Summer she Ls assigned to
patrol duty and spends seven days
on sea patrol and 14 on call at
her dock in Rockland. She is on
call at all times for emergency
duty and may be called out any
j time of the day or night.
A considerable amount of money
comes to Rockland through the
supplies bill of the boat and the
salaries of the crew, an amount
equal to the income of a small in
dustry.
The officers of the Kickapoo, left
to right. Chief Boatswain A. J.
Brown, the commanding officer and
a veteran of 22 years service in
the Coast Guard; Chief Boatswain
Otto Bentz, the Executive Officer
of the ship who has 18 years serv
ice; Boatswain E. W Ureneff, Gun
(Second Annual)
nery Officer and CommissaryOfficer with 18 years as a coast
guardsman; Boatswain Fred Edgecomb. Communications Officer who
Heading up the Cancer Control
has been in the service for 18 drive of the Woman's Field Army
years. Warrant Machinist R. E. in the Vinalhaven District is Ma
Webb, engineer officer, was on jor Lorna Swears, assisted or. Vinalleave when this photograph was , haven by Miss Sophronia Tolman.
taken.—Photos by Cullen
! Mrs. Herman Crockett is in charge
of North Haven; Mrs. Ellen Young
of Matinicus and Mrs. Julia Dodge
of Isle au Haut.
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Come here for the smartest in

Potted
Hydrangeas.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
$1.50, $2.00 $3.00
Calceolarias.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1-25
Azaleas .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $2.50
Petunias .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 50
Rambler Roses.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.50, $2.00
Tulips.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.25, $1.50
Daffodils.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $1.25,$2.00
Pelargoniums(Martha Washington's) .... $1.00

has come in. They are charming
—up-to-the-minute — just the
thing—
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What about this Yugoslavia which has elected to battle
the mighty Hitler? A tiny nation to be sure—only 95.568
square miles In area, but rich in minerals, being the largest
producer of copper in Europe, and having rich supplies of
grain and hops. What about its military might? The World
Almanac for 1941 says that it has a total trained force of
1,840,000 troops and an air force of 1000 planes, most otf which
to be sure are not modern machines. There are 14 bomber
squadrons, 18 fighter squadrons, with 1000 military pilots.
With British recruits coming to their aid, and with Greece
chasing the fleeing Italians, the situation may not be quite as
hopeless as it has been painted.
The New York Herald-Tribune says:
That the Yugoslavs and the Greeks—two small, illequipped but ironhearted peoples with the great courage to
fight against all odds for a liberty which they value—have im
molated themselves upon a terrible altar there can be no
doubt. There are going to be sufferings; there are going to be
great losses and perhaps great reverses and retreats. But
this time, there is reason to hope, there are going to be no
paralyzing disasters to the spirit and, it may be, no disasters
upon the ground. Por this time tlie attack has been fully
foreseen; its probable shape and power have been fully studied
in the light of all the lessons taught by ;ts predecessors. This
time two fighting peoples who understand ■■•xactly what con
fronts them are backed by a powerful British army on the
ground, thoroughly equipped, commanded by a strategist of
proved ability who would not have led them to that terrain
unless he had seen there the outlines of possible victory.
This time, for the first time, the huge Nazi machinery of
aggression has been drawn into a war which it neither wanted
nor anticipated, in a theater remote from the real center of
the major struggle, where its positions are not of the best, its
communications poor and the terrain adverse. It is a theater
in which its ominous ally stands ever more menacingly in its
rear; ahead, there is no decisive prize to be achieved—for even
a complete victory and another ‘‘Dunkerque” in the Balkans
would leave the enemy citadel unbreached—but it is a theater
in which the cost otf even one failure can be catastrophic.
On these new terms. Hitler has joined the Battle of 1941.
What cruelties it will loose, what heroisms of resistance it will
evoke and what its course may be no one can now predict.
Once more history is swept away upon a roaring tide of events.
But it is clearer now than ever that this frightful power for
chaos and devastation must be destroyed if our world is not
to be destroyed under it; to arm the great peoples who have
risen to defy it there is no risk and no sacrifce that this coun
try can dare not to make; while if free men everywhere still
value their freedom, there is no doubt that destroyed it will be.

THE BATTLE OF THE BALKANS
The turmoil in Europe reached almost general propor
tions Saturday when the Germans unleashed a savage attack
upon a plucky nation which had dared defy it—Yugoslavia.
As usual the brunt of the onslaught came from the air, and
by wreaking its vengeance upon unprotected Belgrade, Hitler
doubtless hoped to break the morale of the little nation which
has cast Its lot with Greece. Great Britain has rushed aid
to the new scene of conflict, and in Yugoslavia the natives
are cheering President Roosevelt's assurance that the United
States will advance material support as quickly as it can be
provided. Hitler’s understudy, Mussolini, has Joined in the
attack on Yugoslavia doubtless hoping to regain some of the
prestige it has lost in Albania and Ethiopia. Europe is afire,
and nobody knows how much further the conflagration will
spread.

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
Germans have broken through to Aegean Sea in western
Thrace to split Greece from her potential ally, Turkey.
Italians are abandoning the Eritreau seaport of Massana,
scuttling ships and sabotaging harbor installations.
The British Government has levied a 50 percent income
tax upon its people.
Russia is said to be becoming aware of its own danger
from Germany.
A giant naval patrol bomber bound from Norfolk, Va.,
to Rhode Island, may have been lost.
Liverpool is bearing the brunt of the German air raids.
Calais again went Republican yesterday, electing G. L.
Thomas by 250 majority, and five Republican aldermen.
“JUNIOR” FIFTH COLUMN
(Christian Science Monitor)

A conference ostensibly on “Democracy in Education.”
held recently at Harvard University by the American Youth
Congress, presented an object lesson in the methods of the
“Junior" Fifth Column in the U. 6. Pour hundred students
from 63 colleges in 15 States of the Union gathered in
Harvard Yard, most of them seriously expecting to discuss
democracy on the campus. When they arrived, they found
the Youth Congress in charge. One hired speaker ridiculed
Britain’s fight for freedom; another decried American de
fense efforts in the schools; another attempted to stir up
resentment against military camps.
Such was the platform discussion of democracy in educa
tion. If any doubt remained as to the political views of those
in charge, it was dispelled when a representative of the
National Foundation of American Youth attempted to intro
duce a resolution condemning Communism and affirming
faith in the American way of life. He was booed, hooted, and
shouted down by a noisy minority, while the chairman
shelved his motion on a technicality.
Many suggestions made by the students were worth while.
Many grievances were apparently genuine. Not all in the
audience, by far, were Communists. But those in control
so altered the complexion of the meeting that many genuinely
liberal students left in disgust. With them went the prestige
which a forward-looking group of young people could com
mand if they would purge from their ranks the American
“Junior" Fifth Column.
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“EASTER FOR ALL THE FAMILY”

(By The Roving Reporter)
tion. Frequent reference to it has
been made in our columns.

Scene of a Tragedy
The Androscoggin was flowing in
lively manner beneath the Topsham
bridge, but Bob and I thought of
that day six years ago when a rec
ord flood was indulging in such
costly tantrums all over the State,
and the raging river was flowing
over the Topsham end of the bridge
to a depth of several feet. I stood
on this bridge the hour when the
floor reached its peak—one of less
than a dozen persons—thanks to
the influence which Sheriff C. Earle
Ludwick and Supt. A. F. McAlary
were able to exert.
Traveling to Richmond, one takes
Route 24 out of Topsham, with
only 17 miles to go, but half of
those miles are over a dirt road,
which will probably receive its per
manent surface during the Sum
mer.
And thus we came to the town of
Richmond on a quiet Sabbath
morning, finding no visible evi
dence of the excitement which fol
lowed the discovery of Dr. Laverne
Joss’ battered body in the basement
of her home, and the arrest of the
husband, whose story had failed to
convince investigators of his innocence.

Confessing to a fair share of
what is commonly known as mor
bid curiosity Bob Webster and I
rode Sunday to the town of Rich
mond to see the house where Dr.
Merrill E. Joss is alleged to have
slain his wife. We saw the resi
dence and the restaurant of which
“the other woman" in the case is
proprietor, and later we passed the
Kennebec County Jail where the
erstwhlle popular and respected
physician ls doubtless spending
sleepless nights while the days drag
on until the Sagadahoc grand jury
determines whether he shall stand
trial for one of the most brutal
crimes Maine has known in mod
ern years.
Was it a “perfect crime,” defying
solution, or will Dr. Joss be doomed
to spend the remainder of his days
behind prison bars at Thomaston?
Shocked and Amazed
That is a question the whole State
In the heart of the village stands
is asking.
tne Joss house, an attractive 2V4
Harbingers of Spring
story brick structure, its lawn bor
If the radio weather predictions dered by an ornamental iron fence.
had come true Sunday wouldn't We had hoped to see the interior,
have been much of a day for roving but banished the thought immedi
reporters, but aside frem a high ately when we learned that it was
wind, and a decided chill in the tenanted by Dr. Joss’ relatives. No
forenoon atmosphere, it was as good face appeared at any of the wina day as April might be expected to j dows but it is altogether likely that
provide, and when we later arrived the inmates were not unaware of
in upper Franklin County we found eyes that stared upon the structure
ideal Spring conditions, and young from passing motor cars.
and old enjoying it in the great
Readers interested in this case
outdoors.
have already learned that the cellar
Freight movements are on the up stairway has been removed as evi
turn if one was to judge from the dence.
number of cars on the Old Depot
I talked with several of the
siding Sunday morning.
townspeople and found that they
Passing the scene of the mem- have not yet recovered from the
orable fire which destroyed the pas shock of the tragedy, and their
senger and freight station many amazement over the arrest of Dr.
years ago, we saw everywhere evi Joss, who, it appears, was very
dences that property-owners have popular in the town; and about
been burning the dead grass—a wise the last person who would be sus
provision anywhere, both as a mat pected of such a heinous crime.
ter of safety and improved ap
Pressed for an opinion, they
pearance.
shrugged their shouders, and con
Traces of the last snowstorm were tented themselves with continued
very faint, and from the fields and expressions of surprise.
pastures arose flocks of Spring birds,
an occasional robin among them. “The Triple Spa”
Naturally enough we wanted to
Grackles were in their element.
see the restaurant presided ever by
Now It’s Blue Roofs
Mrs. Elizabeth Chapman Mayo—
The painters’ home, "Lake View” the other woman in the case.”
in Nobleboro, was reminiscent of
The building is one of those"two
many happy gatherings, but I re by twice” affairs—very small, and
called sadly the fact that this con very shabby as to outward appear
genial colony has only two surviv ance. The hour was too late for
ors of its original being—Henry To breakfast and too early for lunch,
minski and Frank Perry.
but somehow as we looked the place
“Bump” signs were encountered over we were sans appetite. We
at frequent intervals—likewise the would, of course, like to have seen
bumps. It’s Spring, you know, and the proprietress, who according to
the Imprisoned frost is seeking the the newspaper pictures, is highly
surface.
attractive. The restaurant is known
Power lines cross the highway at as the "Triple Spa.”
Wiscasset, Indicative of the Central
Riding out of the town we saw
Maine Power Company's new plant the Richmond bridge—this time in
in Lincoln County’s shire town. place, and performing its normal
This was an unexpected plum drop functions. During the flood of 1936
ping into 'Scassett's lap, but a we saw it far down stream, carried
welcome acquisition.
thither by the ice and raging wa
Tourist homes, wayside inns, ter.
sandwich shops, etc., are still having
What Ls dingier than a wooden
their Winter hibernation, but the railroad station? We saw several
“Open” signs are being brushed up during the day, and in marked con
and painted. Blue roofs are com trast was the Gardiner station—
ing into being all over the State, brick with stone facing. In South
along with blue blinds, and on one i Gardiner tlie Kennebec River, the
farm I saw a blue well curb. Also Maine Central Railroad and the
I saw a streamlined trailer, in blue highway run parallel—three im
and cream colors.
portant traffic arteries. Gravel
banks and lumber piles dominate
A Closed Toll House
The toll house on the Carlton the skyline in that village.
bridge looked rather disconsolate, A Farm House Destroyed
and a sign stared from the dusty
“Wagon Wheels” is the name of
windows informing motorists that a tourist home in Farmingdale, and
this method of crossing the Ken
(Continued on Page Eight)
nebec river is now as free as the air.
Maybe the Federal government will
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
think up some new' form of tax, but
at present you scoot across the long
If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
structure as fast as you like, and poetry
and listen to some music at
make faces at the toll house, also, least once a week The loss oi these
tastes ls a loss ot happlneas —Charles
if you like.
Darwin
Polks who like to see industrial
TO DAFFODILS
progress cannot fail to envy the Fair Daffodils, we weep to see
You haste away so soon:
expanding Bath Iron Works, which
yet the early-rising Sun
is furnishing the Shipyard City AsHas
not attain’d hie noon.
Stay, stay.
with an annual payroll up in the
Until the hasting day
Has run
millions; but while all this pros
But to the even-song:
perity is brewing why doesn’t the And.
having pray'd together, we
Will do with you along.
city, the State or somebody bring
short time to stay, as you.
to a condition of decency the high WeWehave
have as short a Spring;
way leading to West Bath? Ever As quick a growth to meet decay
As you. or any thing.
since this new road was built this
We die.
As
your hours do. and dry
section of it has been a short of
Away
bete noir.
Like to the Summer's rain:
as the pearls of morning's dew
The Harding plant of the Bath OrNe'er
to be found again
Iron Works attracts lots ol atten—R. HerrlcK
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Keep thy heart with all diligence;
for out of it are the issues of life.
—Prov. 4: 23.
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SHOWS FINE WORKMANSHIP

Recalls More Old Time
Citizens and Old Time
Incidents

I recently mentioned Dexter
■ Meservey, old time wrestler and
violin player. He had four sons—
(By K. S. F.)
Dexter. Jr., John. Reuben and
I George, I have no doubt these
“The Right Murder” tan Inner four sons are well remembered by
Sanctum mystery) by Craig Rice., many readers of these sketches.
'3John ran an ice cream parlor in
Published by Simon «fe Schuster,
Rankin block 26 or 30 years ago.
New York.
He was a neat violin player. I
.think
he owned the violin that his
Well! Well! Well! Did it ever tc• Dad used to play when I was a
Word carving done by Donald Brackett, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
cur to you that there could be a I young boy. Dexter Jr., was a
Brackett of Rankin street, who is employed on the National Youth Ad
right murder until possibly the stevedore and worked with my Dad ministration project. This work required several months of spare time to
present war was started? For those ' fcr a t me. I don t recall what complete and shows seme real talent along this line. The carving is cor
did, although I knew him rect in every detail and shows fine workmanship. It has been on display
who follow mystery stories this Reuben
well.
' bv Mrs. Fogg of the N.V.A. Sewing Class and has been shown at various
basketful of murders and intrigue
R-member Orville Wood? He clubs as an example of the N.Y.A. boys’ work.
will hold attention with breathless lived on IJmercck street and had
a nice pair of horses and a buckgrip.
board on which he used to trans
Imaginations are full blown with fer dancers, sometimes as far away
the mystery and peek to win a bet. as Appleton. Many a jolly crowd
ft ft ft ft
Friday Night’s Show At
that a socialite had announced she has ridden in Orville’s buckboard.
LIDA
O.
CHAMPNEY
could get away with a murder, and
the Arena Sure To Excite
Remember Marcene Winslow?
Correspondent
one is held wondering with police Bert Winslow? Both expert quarry
the Fans
ft ft ft ft
Great
disconsolate in their every effort be men, and John Cook?
The management is bringing
TeL
ing balked by the tangled skeins of teamster. Used to haul limerock.
the yarn. Craig Rice, who by the I used to go to school with his son, some new faces to Park Street
Another great teamster.
Lou Upham has returned from
way, is a woman, is a keen thinker Roland
Moved to Camden. Had two sis Arena for Friday night. The main Portland where he served ‘last week
and excellent mystery annalist.
ters, Maggie and Lina. School event will see that fast Rumford
mates of mine. Remember Fred boy, just back from Florida, Jimmy on the Federal Grand Jury.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
Cr e? Lived corner of Broadway
and Rankin streets. Joe Piper and Cook, 130. showing against the lad meet Wednesday afternoon at the
Garrett Coughlin. Lived on Rankin who has twice defeated Henry Le- home of Mrs. Christie Whitney.
orchard hill
Shortage of Food and
Dasse, Johnny Mack of Sanford,
Spring work started Monday
Charles Haskell? Tobacco and
Wearing Apparel, But the candy
morning about the cottage and wa
store, first at The Brook and 128. These boys are the best of
People “Make Do”
later next to Simonton’s Dry Goods their weights in the state and will terfront property of Mrs. Mary
Louise Curtis Bok, with a good size
Store.
give the fans excitement galore. crew of men employed in general
The following letter was received
F. J. Simonton and his two sons,
The semi-final will show another clean-up work.
by Mrs. George T Stewart of Wil Horace and Fred ran the store.
low street from a London corre
Here is an incident. About 40 newcomer in Paul Herrick of Port
Mrs. Charlotte Berry of Camden
years ago a man by the name of land, 120, going up against our was guest Sunday at the home of
spondent :
“Your letter of Jan. 24 reached me Dan Grady became a temporary “One Man Revolution’, Slasher Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples.
March 4, but we won’t complain resident of Rockland. He was a Porter. Tlie boys have met before
Mrs. Nellie Staples will fill the
these hazardous times. It’s really boxing instructor and had quite a in Portland and put up such a bat
station of Associate Conductress at
large
class
of
pupils.
Furthermore,
wonderful how regularly and safely
be was a good advertiser. When tle, that they showed for the second the meeting Wednesday of Grace
the service has bpen. Speaking of ever and wherever he could get an time there. This will be a real
Chapter O.E.S. in Thomaston when
food, we are quite all right, we can audience he talked fistic lore by the grudge fight, calculated to give
Visitors’ Night will be observed.
make do.’ The rationing system I mile One night as I was passing your money's worth.
Mrs. Ada Clough of Rockland was
started early in this war, is making the police station I saw Dan hold
The top-prelim will be a return in town Sunday calling on friends.
conditions better than the first ing forth in his usual eloquent engagement 'between Lee Ander
Miss Susie Lowell, who has been
World War. The tea ration is more style to a dozen or more men and
son of Portland, 150, running up ill for the past few weexs, is show
among
the
number
was
Theodore
than ample for me—two pots per
against the tough and rugged ing satisfactory improvement, be
day. At a shop where they make it Simonton.
Young Phelps, 156. Two weeks ing able to come down stairs Sun
Dan
had
just
finished
his
story
three times—morning, ‘Elevenses,’
(which I was too late to hear) and ago this bout ended by a T.K.O. day for the first time. This is
afternoon and evening. The girls at struck a dramatic pose and glared
when Phelps had the misfor gratifying news to her many fr.ends.
work need the hot drink and the at his audience. “And that, gentle
tune to cut one of his eyes, and
Mrs. R. B. MacFarland won a bag
warmth it gives.
men. is proof that a man who can was unable to continue, will be
of
groceries as hign score prize and
“The sugar is less easy to make handle his dukes has little trouble.
out
for
sweet
revenge
on
Friday.
Mrs. Frank Fitzgerald of Rockland
do as it’s one-half pound per week I have been in quite a number of
The second prelim will show received a box of candy as conso
States,
gentlemen,
and
the
fact
per person. In a family the house
Bert Tracy of Portland, 135. throw lation prize at the card party held
wife goes shopping with several that I could box soon became
ing leather against Butch Bryant Friday at Town Hall under the aus
books, and can do more with com known and saved me a lot of
trouble. I had to teach a few, of at Belfast, 134, who gave Bannon pices of tne Masonic and Harbor
bined rations, and we can manage course, that I was a bad man to
a hard rub two weeks ago.
Light Clubs. The committee was
things are planned.
mix with, but, I had very few
Reserved
seats
on sale at Walm- composed of Maurice Miller repre
"If one item is short there s some fights.”
leys drug store; telephone 1204. As senting the former Club and Mrs
thing else and everyone has his part
For the benefit of any reader who
to play, if only by not letting her never knew Mr. Simonton I will usual the ever popular Jack O'Brien Susie Auspland, Mrs. Nellie Staples,
mouth water for a jaffa orange or say that he was a rather small, be will be the third man in the ring. Mrs. Beatrice Richards and Helena
sighing for something she can do nign gentleman, a man whom First bout will get under way as uphajn, the latter. Preceding play
a movie was shown by the High
without. Ship space is needed for everyone greatly respected but none near 8.30 as possible.
School demonstrating visual educa
feared a perfectly splendid gentle
essentials; also war economy. Wear
man.
speak! “Seek and ye shall find” tion equipment.
your old hat and darn your old
I think it surprised all present applies to trouble as well as salva
John Hyssong, Jr. of Brunswick
stockings and like it.
as it did me when he said, in a tion.
spent
the weekend at the home of
"We had two alarms—briet ones— quiet, almost apologetic voice, “Well,
Remember Mike Nash and his Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson.
this morning; possibly enemy planes gentleman, I cannot fight at all— pacer. Lazy Mike? Mike claimed
Rev. Helen Overman preached at
were passing in this direction en- a two-year-old child could, I think, a mark of 2.28 fo rhis gaunt, raw
both
the morning and evening serv
roue for another objective, but no whip me, but, I have been in every | boned pacer. I don’t doubt it. Lazy
ices
Sunday
at the Piatt Memorial
State in the Union, and I have Mike was fast all right and was the
guns were fired.
Methodist
Cnurch
in Rockland in
“By the time you get this the never had any cause to handle my apple of Mike’s eye.
the
absence
due
to
illness, of the
dukes,
as
Mr.
Grady
calls
it
and
Mike Nash’s restaurant was a
Spring campaigning and so many never have I had a particle of
pastor,
Dr.
Guy
Wilson.
developments will have begun and trouble. Strange, isn’t it? Good popular place to eat. Remember
advanced, we know not how exactly, night, gentlemen.” And he walked the sign? A man, painted on wood Relief Corps Anniversary
or some other material, stood on
whatever guesses we may make.” quietly away. How truly did he on the sidewalk near the entrance
An highly enjoyable evening was
spent
Friday at the home of Capt.
to Mike’s place and the big tummy
and
Mrs.
-a'nest M. Torrey when
and well fed appearance of the
figure invited the hungry to enter the members of the Fred A. Nor
and be fed.
wood Woman’s Relief Corps met for
I The Roving Reporter wonders if the joint observance of the 54th
Iree i emembers Mikes famous1 anniversary of the Corps, past
restaurant motto: “No cash, no presidents’ night, Grand army Day
hash. Mike Nash.” And he won
and the birthday anniversary of
ders if Iree ever knew of the time
four
of the members, Mrs. Ellen
when Mike, working in his kitchen,
BohndeH.
Mrs. Nancy Turner, Mrs.
imitated the whistle of the Vinal
Conic in and sec our complete line of New 1941
Stella
Simonton
and Mrs. Addie
haven boat so cleverly that four
Wentworth.
<
Island patrons hastily left the din
Models
ing room and ran to the wharfMrs. Turner, now in her 88th year,
forgetting to pay for their meals is the last living member of the
—Ed]
Corps who is a Civil War veteran
GENUINE
Remember “Juddie” Wooster? A widow. The history of the local or
very quiet little man who gave ganization read by Mrs. Cacilda
pleasure to patrons of the ‘lectric
cars by playing musical little tunes Cain revealed that there have been
on his tin fife as he rode from his 23 presidents, 10 of whom are still
home, just beyond Glen Cove, to living afid retain their membership,
and five treasurers, the present
Rockland and back.
Alvin McLain? When the old treasurer, Mrs. Cain, now serving
race track was the scene of exciting her 26th year.
horse raomg Alvin was always
Others taking part on the pro
there with his famous pacing gram were: Mrs. Ellen Bohndell,
mare. Annie Boone. A speedy and Mrs. Stella Simonton, Mrs. Effie
smooth going mare was Annie.
Many a horse with a bit more speed Salisbury. Mrs. Hattie Kenney, Mrs.
and length of stride often lost to
Annie by “breaking’ when forced
too hard while Annie steadily
maintained her distance devouring
pace.
Relieve misery as 3 out
Ah. what good old days! Fred
of 5 mothers do. Rub
Berry. Steve Gushee, Mellie Bean,
throat, chest, back with
Gil Ingraham. Hod Nelson and a
dozen other well known turf men
were familiar and colorful figures
in the horse racing game 50 years
Made by cne of the country’s leading manufacturers of Bicycles.
ago.
Strong tubular frame with crescent double bar. Chrome truss
The old Knox race track and Gil
fork rods. Double tube U. S. chain balloon tires. Stitchless sad
Ingraham’s track at West Rock
dle. Scout handle bars with long rubber grips. Red rear reflec
port was the scene of many hotly
tor. New departure coaster brake. Kick-stand.
contested horse races in those days
and Iree was usually present. Boy,
•
’41 CHEV. SPECIAL DELUXE
oh boy! I can, in memory, still
Our Budget Plan and Our Low Prices Make it Easy
’40 PLYMOUTH
hear the thunder of hoofs as a big
’
40 CHEV. MASTER DELUXE
to Use and Enjoy one of These Modern Streamliners
field cf horses came down the
’
40
PONTIAC SIX
home strtech and passed under the
While You Pay!
’40 FORD
wire, the race so close th^t the
race was won “by a neck” only.
"38 CHEV. MASTER DELUXE
No armada of airplanes can ever
’38 FORD
duplicate the thrill we got from a
’38 STUDEBAKER SIX
j closely contested race by a field of
’36 FORD
fleet footed strong hearted horses.
’35 CHEVROLET
Will
horse racing ever come back
L PAINTS-STOVES KITCHENWARE <,,i\
A CHOICE OF 50 OTHERS
as it was in the old days? I hope
so. Will baseball, as played by
•
44i MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Chummy Gray, the Roving Report
er, Al Farnham and many other
ever come back? T hope so, but "
or\r
iz i a ai n ”
ROCKIAND
doubt it.

Book Review

New Faces In Ring

ROCKPORT

Letter From London

BICYCLES!!
ROLLFAST BICYCLE

VICKI VAPOKUB

Good Town Sedans
and Tudors

MAIN ST. HHRPlLHREo

Must Be Prepared
Bangor Editor, Speaking
To Rockland Women,
Cautions Nation To Be
“At Attention”
Among the speakers at last Fri
days meeting of the Woman's
Educational Club was one of
Maine’s ablest journalists. Monte
Bourjaily, editor of tlie Bangor
•Daily News.
“While we may differ as to the
steps we are taking today, I think
we are as united as a people can
be in the triple objective before
us of preparing fcr defense, arm
ing the victims of aggression, and
by these two methods keeping the
war away from our shores and
ourselves out of active belliger
ency,” he said.
“However, it is well to remem
ber that cur actions teday are a
defense against the undeclared
war of the Ax s against everything
we hold dear, our way of life, our
democratic institutions, and our
hope of peace and dconomic exis
tence in the future. We must
judge the acts of our government
against that background. not
against any wishful thinking. ’
Emphas.z ng the “at attention”
attitude of the American public
today, Mr. Bourjaily said, “We de
vour our daily newspaper for every
bit of news and opinion that
throws any new light on the world
situation.”
With the statement that “any
discussion of events in the world
today must begin with this morn
ing’s headlines. ’ he explained thp
significance of several news stories
in Friday’s Bangor Daily News, in
cluding the U. 6. government s de
mand that an Italian naval attache
be recalled. Senator Burton K.
Wheeler’s committee for an anti
convoy drive, together with de
velopments on the labor front
which, if unintentionally, he said,
sabotage defense progress.
“It is not easy,” he said, “to
watch the battles of labor for a
share in the war profits without
condemning it as selfish and
greedy. However, it is true that
Cacilda Cain, Mrs. Emma Torrey,
Mrs. Nancy Turner, Mrs. Addie
Wentworth and Rev. F. Ernest
Smith.
At the close of the meeting lunch
was served, the tables being at
tractively decorated in the patriotic
colors with a spray of carnations
as a centerpiece. Two large birth
day cakes made by Mrs. Kenney
and Mrs. Cain augmented the menu,
and each of the guests of honor
received a shewer of cards.

war industry brings opportunities
for organization and for a
strengthening of unions, and the
leaders live by their success in se
curing higher wages and other re
wards for their members. While
they are serving the Axis purpose by
the strikes, we must not be hasty
in recusing them of doing so by
prearrengemem.”
Tne war, he said, comes closest
to this country through the Battle
of the Atlantic, whose outcome
will “shape the destiny of the
world for years to come.” “Without
too much optimism.” he said of
war progress in general, “we may
say, looking at the world) today,
that the breaks’ in the next few
weeks may well affect the ultimate
outcome and these breaks are at
the moment going against the
Axis.’’
He warned against over-opti
mism. in regard to Yugoslavia’s
new stand against the Axis, since
that country's excellent army lacks
modern equipment, but pointed cut
that Britain may be making effec
tive reinforcements in Greece. He
also stressed the importance of the
Pacific, where, he said, United
States defenses are more nearly
set up.
“If we are to be at attention.’’
he said, “we cannot stop with any
single phase of the war-. We must
choose first things first ( the Battle
of the Atlantic is that for us now),
we must also watch fcr outbreaks

everywhere else in the world. Neu
trality today is active non-bellig

erency. War is a matter of sur
prise.
Declarations come after
attack. We must be prepared for
eventualities everywhere.
“I am one of those who 'believe
that in such preparedness lies cur
only hope of keeping out of war.
Andi if it dees not save us from
war, then it will enable us the
better to defend ourselves if these
who hate and aspire to our posi
tion in the world attack us any
where.’’

'
Clair Gosnell writes from Camp ;
Sussex. Sussex, N. B.. that the
YMCA hut will greatly appreciate
books for its library. The CourierGazette hopes that some reader of
this news item will see fit to con
j
tribute.

That Boy Chatto!
Wins Five-String Sweepstakes At Star Alleys—
Grafton Runner-Up
A five-string sweepstakes contest
was held at the Star alleys Satur
day right, Chatto winning first
honors with a total of 562. Grafton
was runner-up with 563 and Rack
liff was third with 534. Other
h gh totals were: F. Rost. 413; W.
Rost. 405; Gardner. 478; Thompson. 430; Colwell. 445; R. Benner,
456; R. Perry, 488: Willis, 508;
Smith. 405: Lynch. 467; Carr. 515;
Cargill. 481; McKinney, 460: Fog
arty, 452; Gray. 441; Mitchell, 517;
Mosher, 482; Sukeforth. 478; M.
Benner, 410; Cole, 473; Elliot, 479.
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TALK OF THE TOWN Shed And Crane

Five-String Sweep
's At Star Alleys—
ton Runner-Up
lit ring sweepstakes contest
at tlie Star alleys Saturit. Chatto winning first
till a total of 562. Orafton
er-up with 553 and Rackthird with 534. Other
ils were: F. Rost, 413; W.
>; Gardner, 478; ThompColwell, 445; R. Benner,
Perry. 488: Willis, 508;
>5; Lynch. 467; Carr, 515;
>81: M Kinney, 460: FogGray. 441; Mitchell. 517;
,482; Sukeforth, 478; M.
410; Cole. 473; Elliot. 479.

Best

April. 9 Annual meeting of Knox
County Pish and Game Association.
Masonic Hall. Union.
April 9 Red Cross Benefit Concert
at the Universalist vestry at 7.30.
April 11 Good Friday.
April 11—Cabaret social at Rockland
High School.
April 13—Easter Sunday.
April 13 — Vinalhaven — Cantata,
“Hosanna" at Union Church.
April 13
Warren
Easter cantata
“Song of Triumph" at Congregational
Church.
April 15—Ea-ster Ball at Community
Building, auspices Kiwanis Club.
April 15 — Rockland Garden Club
meets with Mr. aaid Mrs. H. Heistad
ln Roc kport
April 17—Vinalhaven—Two plays at
Union Churcn vestry.
April
18--Rockland
High
School
Minstrel Show at High School audi
torium.
April 19 Patriots Day.
April 19 Launching of trawler Bel
mont at Snow's Shipyard.
April 19—“Jimmie & Dick" at Com
munlty Building.
April 19—Camden—Y.M C.A.
Min
strel Show at Opera House.
April 23—"Happiness Ahead." musl
cal comedy at Littlefield Memorial
Church vestry
April 24 National Defense and Gov
ernor's party at Community Building
April 24—Camden—“Knox County on
Parade'' at Opera House.
April 25—Knox County W C.T U. Intitute meets at Federated vestry ln
Thomaston.
April 27—Daylight Saving begins.

April 28 Womens bowling banquet
nt Hotel Rockland. 8 o'clock.

April 29—Knox County Poultry As
sociation (place to be announced).
June 12—Rockland
High
School
Commencement.

Fiank W. Fuller, E. J. Hellier
William W. Spear and Arthur L
Orne attended the State Bankers
Convention Friday and Saturday in
Brunswick.

r Tea

A telegram received from Rev.
Corwin H. Olds, who is at Camp
Blanding. Fla., by Mrs. Olds, states
tliat a $25,000 church will be built
in which he will preside as chap
lain. Tlie church will also have
an electric organ.

The Mr. Keene who ran the
Northend livery stable was Charles
A., instead of Charles U., as stated
in a previous issue. He was the
husband of Ann W. Hewett, and a
brother of H. N. Keene, who kept
a shoe store at The Brook in the
quarters now occupied by the Home
Methods Bakery. He came to this
city from Appleton.
A capacity attendance is expected
at tlie Red Cross First Aid Class to
be held Thursday night in the
N.YA sewing room. Community
Building. 7 to 9, with Mr. Dodge as
instructor and Mrs. Evelyn Hale as
guest instructor. Mrs. Hale has
just returned from Bangor where
she lias been taking an instructor’s
course. Mrs. Hale will demonstrate
the latest approved methods of
bandage work and artificial respira
tion.

S

PKG

Urge)

10<

TITS-WED.. APRIL 8-9
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO
That Riotous Radio Team in
Universal’s Hilarious Comedy

“BUCK PRIVATES”

CRISPER CRACKER

T

2

CANS

25c

2 LB
PKG

LAST NIGHTS QTY MEETING

MARRIED
Kelliher-Smith — At Rockland April
5. Andrew Kelliher of Elizabeth. N. J.,
and Frances A. Smith of Rockland —
By Rev. J. Charles MacDonald

DIED

WALDO THEATRE
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

/

Rockland Postoffice Staff
Twenty-four years ago tomorrow
Third Division of Naval Militia
a state of excitement existed in this
Edwin Libby Post, G A R
city, with the departure of the Na
Ralph Ulmer Camp, S.W.V.
val Militia to take part iij the
Anderson Camp, S.U.V.
World War. Every man was a vol
Carriage containing ex-Governcr
unteer, and 90 percent of the W. T. Cobb, Mayor Frank C. Flint,
Rev. Pilny A. Allen and Comman
members sav; Overseas set vice
From the extended account of the der John H. Thomas of Edwin
Libby Post.
divisions departure which appeared
Public Safety Committees
in The Courier-Gazette of April 10,
Boy Scouts
1917, the following extracts are
Thomaston Band
Italian Colony
made:
• * • •
In the quarter hour which ensued
before
the train's departure, rela
The parade was quickly organized,
tives
crowded
around the passen
thanks to its marshal, Herbert R
ger coach and offered God-speed.
Mullen, and his efficient aids, J. N.
! Tears were freely shed—manly and
Southard, George F. Crocker and I womanly tears for which none was
James F. Carver. It was also char ashamed. When it came to the ac
acteristic of Lieut. Milton W. Wey tual good-byes the solemnity of the
mouth that his men should start occasion dawned more forcibly
for the railroad station on exactly upon those who were compelled to
the appointed hour. And this was say them. One of the bluejackets,
the order in which the procession st£M»ding on the car platform, ten
Tlie Baptist Junior Choir of formed:
derly kissing his child, furnished a
Platoon of Police
Thomaston will present a concert
picture which no sermon could em
tomorrow night at 7.30. in the Uni
R G. Ingraham’s Rockland Band phasize. It was more truly em
versalist vestry. The public is in
vited to attend. Ushers will be the
Misses Geraldine Norton, Harriet
Clark, June Chatto, Dorothy Hav
ener and Ruth Spear.
At the April meeting of the City tofferson and Roland Sukeforth
Government last night the purchase were re-appointed. John Burns re
BORN
of the Rockland Airport property was signed as park commissioner and the
Provonchee—At Providence, April 5.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles W Provonchee authorized. Deeds have been ob vacancy will be filled later.
(Barbara Elliot of Thomaston), a tained to all but a few of these
Jonathan S. Gardner withdrew
daughter.
Dennison — At Knox Hospital. April parcels.
his resignation as commissioner of
4. to Dr and Mrs. Frederick C. Den
Tlie budget for the remainder of public works
nison. a daughter—Susan Elizabeth.
Howard — At Camden Community the year, amounting to $197,000, was
George W. Wood was appointed
Hospital. April 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Howard, a daughter
passed. This is about $2100 in ex special policeman.
Wotton At Swampscott. Mass , April
A petition asking that Stanley
3. to Mr. and Mrs. Sherman F Wot cess of the same period last year,
ton (Phyllis Belasco of Thomaston), due to unusually heavy snow bills.
lane
be accepted as a street was
a daughter—Mary Ellen.
Barter—At Isle au H»ut. April 3. to
Deputy Marshal Almon P. Rich referred to the public works com
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Barter, a daugh
ardson and Patrolmen Carl A. Chrif- mittee.
ter Sylvia Ann.

CARD OF THANKS
To all those who sent flowers and
cards, and to the nurses who were so
kind to me while I was ln the hos
pital. and to Dr. Pollsner. I give my
sincere thanks.
Josephine Wall
Rockport.

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
IEL WALDOBORO 100

11. »K6.

Baraca Class has announced
these officers and committees for
the ensuing year:
Miss Eva Rogers, president; Mrs.
Ruth Ellingwood, vice president;
Mrs. Laura Buswell, secretary; Mrs.
Madlene Jackson, treasurer. These
officers will also comprise the
executive committee.
Membership committee—Ralph U.
Clark, Mrs. Grace Lurvey, George
Orcutt, Mrs. Shirley Rollins and A.
W. Gregory.
Social committee—Mrs. Vincie
Clark. Miss Ruth Rogers, Mrs Grace
Ludwick. Mrs. Louise Gregory,
Robert Gregory and George Gay.
Devotional committee—Dr. Guy
Wilson, Leroy Chatto, Mrs. Gaynell
Wilson and Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Missionary committee—Mrs. Ivy
Chatto, Mrs. Anah Gay, Mrs. Ella
Brown and Mrs. Mary Littlehale.
Visiting committee—Mrs .Mar
garet Philbrook, Mrs. Lena Stevens,
Mrs. Esther Dolliver, Mrs. Thelma
Stanley and Mrs. Inez Ames.
Work committee — Mrs. Feme
Horeyseck.
Monthly committees — April:
Ralph U. Clark, Mrs. Vincie Clark,
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs Laura
Buswell. Miss Eva Rogers and Mrs.
Leona Whitehill.
May: Leroy
Chatto. George Gay, A. W. Greg
ory, George Hamlin, Henry Lurvey,
Harrison Dow. Henry deRochemont
and John Stevens. June: Gershom
Rollins, Mrs. Shirley Rollins, Mrs.
Edith Tweedie, Miss Eva Rogers and
Mi's. Anah Gay,
July: Frank
Horeyseck, Mrs. Madlene Jackson,
Mrs. Feme Horeyseck. Mrs. Grace
Lurvey and Mrs. Lorita Bicknell.
August: Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood,
Mrs. Susie Karl, Mrs. Lena deRcchemont and Mrs. Mary Littlehale. September: Mrs. Ivy Chatto,
Mrs. Fannie Dow, Mrs. Leona Flint.
Mrs. Ella Brown, Miss Nellie But
ton and Mrs. Grace Ludwick. Oc
tober: Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Miss
Mae Chase, Miss Ruth Rogers, Miss

IN MEMORIAM
1939—Harold L. Linscott—1941
I ovlngly remembered by hl3 wife
and family.

LB
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The Snow Shipyard at Rockland
wants $200000 Federal allocation
for a shed to build mine sweepers
under, for a large crane and for
equipment. The firm has asked
Repiesentative Margaret Chase
Smith to take this up with Wash
ington agencies and she is com
municating their request to the
Navy’s Bureau of Ships and the
Office of Production Management.
The Snow Company says it has
contracts for 10 mine sweepers,
six of which are under construc
tion. It said that Commander
Kiernan, supervisor for the U. S.
Navy at the Bath Iron Works Cor
poration. had approached them
with the suggestion that a suitable
shed be erected to build the sweep
ers under; and that the Navy de
sires a crane to handle heavy en8 nes being installed in the boats,
with which engines could be
handled for the vicinity, including
Bath, East Boothbay, Boothbay,
Damariscotta and Camden. There
is not a crane in Maine big enough
to handle 27 ton engines, the Snow
Company said in a letter frem F.
C. Gatcombe to Mrs. Smith. If
the money was available for these
improvements, the Snow yard
could take more work and more
labor and speed its defense work,
he said.—Washington despatch in
Press Herald.

WEDNESDAY EVENING
SPEAR HALL—7.45 O’CLOCK
FREE SPECIAL
DOOR PRIZE
ATTENDANCE PRIZE $3.00

h

with
Alan Curtis, The Andrews Ststers
Lee Bowman

THURS.-FRI., APRIL 10-11
ROBT. YOUNG. LARAINE DAY

“THE TRIAL OF
MARY DUGAN”

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my appreciation
to Dr Weisman. Dr. Ellingwood. the
nurses at Knox Hospital, friends and
relatives for all the kindnesses shown
me during my recent Illness.
Mrs. Raymond Roblshaw

CARD OF THANKS
I take this opportunity to thank
the doctors, nurses and entire Knox
Hospital staff, for their kindness and
all they did to make my stay as agree
able and comfortable as possible dur
ing my illness. Also thanks to the
many friends, who visited me. sent
me cards, flowers, etc. All brought
cheer to my sick room.

3

CANS

2|C

ROLLS 23c
"OILS 19c
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iROCERS

Rev. C. A. Marstaller of the
Littlefield1 Memorial Church will
be guest speaker at the Lions meet
ing tomorrow.
Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxiliary
will meet Wednesday night in Le
gion hall. The supper at 6 o’clock
will be in charge of Mrs. Annie
Trundy, and members will take
prizes.
Private Dcnald H. Bergren is now
located in Honolulu, T. H., and
would like to hear from friends.
His address is care of Command
ing General, Hawaiian Dept.,
Honolulu. T. H.

William C. Bird of Florence,
Mass, tformerly of Rockland) has
been elected to the advisory board
of the American British Manufac
turers' Association which has just
held its 24th annual convention at
Atlantic City.

Among the Army men who have
recently received promotions are
two Rockland boys, Fred LaCrosse
and Richard Andersen. They nowrank as staff sergeants on the
Headquarters Battery otf the 2d Bat
talion at Fort McKinley.

Big Bingo

Fire Chief Van Russell was guest
speaker at the Sea Scout Meeting
NEWS
CARTOON
last week. His talk on fire fighting
And Pete Smith Short Subject
dealt mainly on the thermite fire
bomb used bj’ the Germans on Eng
Coming: “Nice Girl?” “Rage In
lish cities. He explained what they
Heaven,” “The Bad Man,” “To
were made of and what they could
bacco Road."
do; also, he told what English fire
fighters are doing to keep damage
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
from these dreaded bombs at a
Repaired, Adjusted. Installed
minimum. Mr. Russell, ably as
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
sisted by James Gray, demonstrated
OPTOMETRIST
TEL. 708,
ROCKLAND. ME. the new resuscitator and told of sev
40-tf
336 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, ME,
eral experiences where it was used.
TEL. 26
He next demonstrated a new effi
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
cient gas mask and allowed all the
26-25
scouts to try' it on and breathe
through it. Next Wednesday the
crack signal units from each Scout
troop in Rockland will meet with
the Sea Scouts and will start a
practice session on all types of sig
naling. If present plans are carried
out, this combination should prove
Ambulance Servict
FUNERAL HOME
a very’ efficient unit.
Ambulance Service
Flcors sanded and refinished ihe
TELEPHONES
RUSSELL
Sealtite way—penetrates and seals
890 or 781-1 or 781-11
pores, w.ll not chip, scratch or
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL. MS
wiar off. Work guaranteed. Price
111-112 LIMEROCK STREET
KOCKLAND, MB.
ROCKLAND, ME.
amazingly low. R. L. Richards,
M-tf
Tel $52. 25 Franklin Bt.. City, *
also

BURPEE’S

ROLL 10c

Herbert Huntley has moved from
the Grimes house on Masonic street
to New County road.

TONITE 7.30. SPEAR HALL
Dcor Prize, Dinner; Two Attend
ance Prizes; LUy Pond Design Quilt
and $2.00. Big Prizes on Evening
Games.
*

blematic of what war means than
all else that had been said or done
It was the silent wish of everybody
in that multitude of spectators that
father and child may yet be happily
reunited.
The two bands alternated in
playing \hose time-honored selec
tions which have their proper
places in occasions of this sort. The
crowd thrilled at “Dixie,” felt the
pulses bound at "Marching Through
Georgia,” smiled at “Tlie Girl I
Left Behind Me" and stood uncov
ered as the train pulled out to the
strains of “The Star Spangled Ban
ner".
And these are the boys to whom
we said bood-bye:
Officers—Lieut. Milton W. Wey
mouth, Lieut. (J. G.i Earle McIn
tosh, Ensign S. Henry Gardner Jr.
Chief Bosn’s Mate, Herbert Phil
brook, Master at Arms 1st Class
Maynard E. Burton, Gunner's Mate
2d Class Earl J. Alden, Quartermas
ter 1st Class Kendrick J. Searles,
Radio Electrician 3d Class James E.
Burns, Bos n’s Mate 2d Class Alfred

! Made Proud Record
District Nursing Associa
tion Has Rendered Fine
Service This Winter

Knox County On Parade,
April 24, Eagerly
|_ooked Forward To

—
Tlie Knox County Camera Club
announces that it will show its
colorful movie “Knox County on
. Parade” in Camden Opera House
! Thursday. April 24. This will be
a special treat to the movie fans
j of Camden and vicinity, as there
I have been no movies in Camden
for some time, due to the building
i of a new theatre on the site of
: the Comique.
The industrial section of the film
show’s many views of Camden's
major industry, the Knox Woolen
Company,
which
manufactures
Faper-makr.s' felts and other
v.oolens. Tlie film also takes the
i udience on interesting trips to
the Snow Bowl Winter Carnival
and the Rockport Regatta and
Sportsman’s Show.
Among the
most colorful cf the scenes are
some views of Capt. Swift’s Vaga
bond schooners, the two-masters
that go "pown to the Sea" w'.tn
crews of haupy vacationists.
Tlie movie has previously b^n
shown twice in the Community
Building in Rockland—each “time
to a capacity aud.snce.

P. Chapman. Coxswain Milton T.
French, Gunner’s Mate 3d Class
Frank W. Mahoney , Coxswain
Clarence Thistle.
Seamen—Andrew W. Boynton.
Frank C. Bridges, Nathan Berlia vsky, William B. Dinsmore. James
C. Farrington, Joseph E. Fisetre,
Albert T. Grant, Percy E. Hill. Har
old A. Hyler, Lester D. Ingerson,
Ralph H. McKusick, Percival H.
McKusic, Eugene L. Metcalf, Davis
Pcllock, William L. Porter, Albert
E. Robbins, Earle B. Smith, Harry
L. Smith. John A. Staples, John
Stevens, William M. Thomas, James
Warren. Stephen B. Willis, G. H. C.
Winchester, H W. J. Thomas, Jud
son B. Garnet, Arthur L. Marks,
Charles W. Scofield, Walter H. Macomber, Eugene Thompson, Marlon
Haskell, Charles A. Ward, Arthur
Brewer, George W. Wheeler, David
O. Hill. Ralph Doughty, John Free
man, Robert E. Barter, George WWood, Albert W. Day, Ralph Kal
loch, George F. Hart, John C. Nystrom. Neil Kenney, Wallace M.
Saunders. Edward W. Davis.

] cial Worker of the Girls Trade

To Show In Camden

The property of Ethan A. Rowell,
Beano at G.A.R. hall Thursday,
listed as subject to condemnation
April
10. at 2.15 p. m., auspices
proceedings in connection witli the
Edwin
Libby Reief Corps.—adv.
►
Carrie House
purchase of lots for the proposed
(
----------------,-----COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD8’ Municipal Airport had already
Subscribe
to The Courler-Guette.
been sold by him to the city, it was
WORK WONDEIU*
learned yesterday. He gave the
option a month ago

RADIO SERVICE

CANS

the Naval Reserves Left Rockland

Mrs. Eva Rogers Heads
Class For Coming Year—
The Committee List

BEANO

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

W/ien

Baraca Workers

Snow Shipyards, Inc.,
Asks a Federal Allocation
Of $200,000

Lucas—At Union. April 6. Charles
M Lucas, aged 77 years, 11 months.
27 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2
o'clock from residence
Dunn At Thomaston. April 6, Ella
Watts, wife of Richard E. Dunn, aged
77 years, 4 months, 7 days. Funeral
services Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
the residence.
Interment ln Thom
aston cemetery.
Castner At Waldoboro, April 6. Ber
tha A Castner. aged 81 years. 11
months, 8 days. Funeral Thursday at
1 o'clock from residence
Interment
in Comery cemetery.Gross At Waldoboro. April 6 Gran
ville H. Gross, aged 66 years. 5 months,
5 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 1
o’clock from Dutch Neck Church. In
terment in Dutch Neck cemetery.
Bean—At Ashland. Kentucky. March
30, Robert L. Bean formerly of Cam
den. aged 68 years.
Interment ln
Ashland.

"Happiness Ahead." joyous mu
sical ccmedy, at Littlefield Memo
rial Church vestry, night of April
23. Public invited.
42, 44-48

Pape Threw’
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Miss Eliza Steele
The past three months have
been exceedingly busy for the
Rockland! District Nursing Asso
ciation as is shown by the follow
ing report of splendid service ren
dered! by the association’s nurse.
Miss Eliza Steele:
In addition to the nursing activi
ties. 418 visits were made to in
fants and pre-schools for health
supervision; 44 visits made to par
ents for consultation of school
children. A total of 1091 visits
were made for the three months.
Three Well Baby Clinics have
been held with an attendance of
56 children. Three social service
cases have been investigated, one
in conjunction with the State So
cial Worker, and one with the So-

School.
Classroom inspections were made
each month in all the grades and
in March the Seven Point Health
project was started in the grades.
We have co-operated with the Ki
wanis Club in the project of Free
School Lunch.
The nurse has the privilege of
calling on the N.Y.A. students for
' help in any way she thinks they
may be of ass'stance. Special plans
for April and May are: One toxoid
clinic-chest clinic in the schools,
and dental clinics for the first four
grades.
i The call fer bedside care has
sharply increased during January’.
February and March in compari
son with the reports of last year.
During that period 20 patients
have received nursing care and a
total of 629 nursing visits were
made. These were divided as fol
lows: 25 pre-natal patients and 61
visits made; one delivery attended,
1 visit made; nine post-natal pa
tients. 72 visits made; 68 acutely
ill. 400 visits made; three tubercu
losis patients, 8 visits made; four
other communicable, nine visits
made; and 10 new born infants,
78 visits made.

SOUTH HOPE
Miss Anna Simpson of Rockland,
county 4-H Club agent, was a caller
Friday at H. A. Hart’s. Miss Ann
Hart accompanied her to Rockland
for an overnight visit.
A party was given Friday night at
the Grange hall, honoring Thomas
R. Winston, Jr., selectee, who left
yesterday for Camp Edwards, Mass.
Mr. Winston was recipient of a fine
traveling bag for which he expressed
his appreciation. Many friends
were present to extend best wishes
for the future. Games were played,
and cake, doughnuts and coffee
were served.

SKo-e

OTHER
STYLES
IN
STOLE

FOR EASTER

The Nurses Alumnae Associa
tion will meet Wednesday at 7.30,
in the Bok Home for Nurses. Dr.
Wesley N. Wasgatt will be the
guest speaker.
There were no failures in the
driving tests for licenses given yes
terday. Out of the 44 scheduled
to take tests, 33 appeared. Chief
Inspector James W. Adams of Au
gusta was in charge, and he was
assisted by Inspectors Adelbert
Sargent of Auburn, Earl Chase of
Portland and Levi W. Flint. Miss
Esther Parker of Augusta was
clerk.

Edwaid Storer, 41 Main street,
recent graduate of Rockland High
School, is making a name for him
self in undergraduate activities on
the University of Chicago quad
rangles during the University’s
Fiftieth Anniversary year. Storer,
a Sophomore, has won his varsity
numerals in wrestling and has par
ticipated ln the hockey games. He
has ibeen active on the Social
Orientation Committee and has
worked on a committee to develop
Faculty-Student Discussion. Storer’s field' of specialization at tho
University of Chicago is Bio-Chem
istry.

SENSATIONAL VALUES!
REBUILT

VACUUM CLEANERS
AIRWAY

HOOVER
PREMIER
G. E.

BEE VAC

All Factory Reconditioned

$15.95 and up

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
315-323 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

SUITS

COATS

DRESSES

SNUG ARCH SHOES
In Blaek, Brown or White
Ties, Straps, Gores
AA to EEE

Maude Hall. Mrs. Annie Eaton, Mrs.
Inez Ames and Mrs. Minnie Spin
ney. November: Mrs. Esther Dolli
ver, Mrs. Mae Gregory, Mrs. Mar
garet Philbrook,^ Mrs. Vesta Stew
art, Mrs. Blanche Witham, and
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff. Decem
ber: Ralph U. Clark. Robert Greg
ory, Herman Stanley, Fred San
born, Dr. Guy Wilson, George Or
cutt, Cheever Ames, Frank Horey
seck. and Frank Gardiner. January:
Mrs. Lcuise Gregory. Mis. Thelma
Stanley, Mrs. Mildred Achorn. Mrs.
Kate Gould. Mrs. Bernice Hamlin,
Mrs. Flora Beal and Mrs. Bernice
Osier. February: Mrs. Laura Buswell, Mrs. Gaynell Wilson, Mrs.
Rose Gardner, Miss Doris Hyler,
Mrs. Lena Stevens and Mrs. Lottie
Crowley. March: MLss Eva Rogers,
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs. Laura
Buswell and Mrs. Madlene Jackson.

BLUEBLACK KID

Perfectly Cleaned

$3.50
CHILDREN’S

DRESS-UP SHOES
In Patent Leather

$1.50. $1.69, $2.00
SADDLE OXFORDS
AND PLAIN SPORTS
Big Girls,
$2.00, $3.00

ChiJdren’s. $1.00, $1.25
$1.69, $2.00, $2.50
A Style and Price for Every One

MEN’S ANO BIG BOYS’
SHOES
$2.00 to $5.00

R, E. Nutt Shoe Store
436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Be feminine in our light, dainty Air
Steps. Be forthright in our casual
Air Steps. But be comfortable in any
type you choose —with the Magic
Sole to keep you “Fresh at Five.”

H'LAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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WALDOBORO
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MRS. LOUISE MTIJja>

Correspondent
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Ttel. 2T

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mank
moved Saturday to their new
home on the North Waldoboro
road.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Levensaler
and children, Phyllis and Geraldine
and Mrs. James Duane visited Sat
urday in Portland.

By General ARED WHITE
*5 a. wmiti
wmu iiavici
CHAPTER XVII—Continued
Benning gave a groan and, as a
brooding silence settled back over
the night, hurried on. He knew now
that tiie worst must have happened.
On reaching Mindi, Benning got
a speeder to take him to Cristobal.
He got a military car to spin him
to Col. Cove. Reports were coming i
in to Naval Intelligence. The dam
age at Gatun Locks was undeter
mined. Miraflores Locks had been
dynamited by an American steamer
■"’ it had put in past Balboa from
jn Francisco. Dynamite had cas
caded huge slides of rock and earth
int Culebra Cut in the region of
Gold Hill. Alhajuela Dam, at the
storage lake on the upper Chagres,
had been crippled.
When he reached Panama Departrr t headquarters, Benning found
Cove feverishly taking reports from
.alf a dozen assistants whose ears
w 're glued to telephones.
' What's tlie latest information on
damage to the Canal, Colonel?”
Benning inquired.
Cove tragically shook his head.
‘‘Pretty bad from all reports. My
men make the guess it will take
months to make any kind of repairs.”
Benning asked, “May I get a code
message through to Washington to
night, Colonel?”
"The wires are swamped,” Cove
said dubiously. “The War Depart
ment is pounding the C.G. for all
details of the attack on the Canal.
I’ll sandwich your dispatch in at
the very first chance.”
Benning borrowed the Department
code book and prepared a brief re
port of eventualities for Colonel
!Flagwill. Reports from over the
Canal Zone kept pouring in. Sus
pects were being arrested in grow
ing numbers.
It was after 3 A. M. before Cove
was able to put Benning's report on
the wires. He offered Benning a cot
in a near-by office and sent Grimes
to the barracks. Benning fretted
himself to sleep at dawn and woke
to a hot sun. Cove was standing
over him, tense with excitement.
"Did any of our fleet get through
from the Pacific yet?” Benning in
quired.

The question brought an agonized
grimace from the G-2 chief.
“Part of our Pacific fleet was due
through the Canal next week, Ben
ning. Now check this over for your
self. In the Atlantic, four old bat
tleships, a few destroyer divisions,
and some submarines. Proud names
those battleships—New York—Ar
kansas — Texas — Wyoming. But
they’ve seen their day for fighting
purposes, and it'll take weeks to
get some squadrons of our Pacific
fleet around the Horn.”
"While the matter is in my mind.”
Benning changed the subject, "I
want to know if you'll enlist for me
a man named Grimes. He was
turned down in New York for fiat
feet, but otherwise he’s really a fine
physical specimen. I’m under ob
ligations to him, since there wouldn't
be a finger-nail left of me except for
Grimes.”
"Glad to fix him up,” Cove agreed
promptly.
The morning summary came in
over the wires from the United
States. President Tannard was clos
eted with Army and Navy chiefs.
The country was in a fresh panic
over destruction of the Canal. East
ern centers of population were in an
uproar, demanding naval protection
»r the Atlantic coast. War census
of males of military age was insti-.
tuted. First draft of a million men
Wi being planned. Volunteer en
listments, after passing the 400,000
mark, had slowed down. Another
thirty days needed to fill volunteer
quota of 500,000.
On the Texas front the Third
\:my had finally halted Van Has
sek’s advance after five days of des
perate fighting in which American
casualties were estimated at twelve
thousand men.
An aide-de-camp came into the
room and spoke to Cove. Cove
jumped to his feet and went over to
Benning.
"The commanding general wishes

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Haut Swan'a
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
L
Z. M.
Lt. Swan’s Island, Ar. 8.00
Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
11 9-tf

r Every-Other-Day '
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A metallic click told him
his weapon was empty.

you to report to him immediately,”
he said.
Benning followed the aide to a spa
cious office at one end of which a
grave, weary little man sat over a
litter of reports and complications.
As the aide announced Benning, the
general looked sharply up and delivered himself in a crisp, official
voice.
"I have instructions from the War
Department, Major, to drop you into
Mexico City. Colonel Flagwill
wishes you to find out what you can
about the enemy’s Guaymas troops
and the trouble in the Orient. You
are to report to Flagwill as quickly
as possible. Arrangements will be
made for a plane to pick you up at
a point designated by you in the vi
cinity of Mexico City. Your plane
will take off from Albright Field in
one hour. That is all.”

Mrs. George Brown and daugh
ter Isabel of Brighton. Mass., spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Osborne Welt. Upon her return
home Mrs. Brown was accompanied
by her mother. Mrs. Welt who will
visit her for two weeks.
Mrs Stanley I. Bailey of Phila
delphia, daughter of Mrs. Maud”
C. Gay of this town has been ap
pointed by Mrs. Saidie Orr Dun
bar, President of the General Fed
eration of Women’s Clubs to serve
as one of her four aides at the
Golden Jubilee of the General
Federation in Atlantic City.
. Sandra Schappe entertained Fri
day in honor of her fourth birth
day.
Guests were Jacqueline
Richards, Helen Ralph, Greta
Ralph. Janice Fitch and Sally
Sprague. Refreshments were served
and games played. Sandra re
ceived many fine gifts from her
friends.
Private George Kuhn who is sta
tioned at Fort McKinley was week
end guest of his mother Mrs. Bes
sie S. Kuhn.
Mrs. Albert Benedict of Mont
clair, N. J. has been a recent visi•-
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CHAPTER XVIII
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beard and bloodshot, haunted eyes
in which there was now the gleam
Behind himz as Benning took off of mingled terror and jealous sus
from the Guatemala terminal air picion.
port on the last leg of his fiignt into
The man’s disheveled aspect and
Mexico City, reposed the camou wasted face did not rob Benning of
flaged observation plane that was to instant recognition. It was Brom
pick him up on the second night litz, the American renegade and
thereafter at a secret rendezvous murderer, the man in whose shoes
south of Chapultepec. These final Benning had masqueraded in Mex
plans,* as he checked them over, ico.
seemed coldly academic in detail,
A snarl told Benning that Brom
like the laying of a field gun for litz had recognized him. Benning
indirect fire upon an unseen human sprang past the French girl to the
target. But Benning did not mini attack, reaching Bromlitz before the
mize the dangerous complications man from Luxembourg could ex
that lay ahead.
tricate himself from the shock of
Midnight brought the lights of surprise. Benning drove his fist
Mexico City into view. From the against the Bromlitz jaw, but did
observer’s cockpit Benning caught not floor him. A knife flashed from
the toss of the pilot’s arm in signal Bromlitz’ belt, Benning dove in and
and bon voyage. His heart was pinned his antagonist’s arms to his
pumping as he lifted himself erect sides.
*•
and climbed out of the cockpit.
Bromlitz shook himself with a
Into the starlit void he plunged, frenzied strength. Benning clung
falling in a backward arc and toll through one spasm of resistance aft
ing olf three seconds before his hand er another until he felt that his own
tore at the ripcord handle of his endurance could not last much long
er. With a carefully co-ordinated
I movement he released his hold and
caught Bromlitz’ knife hand, twisted
it suddenly, and tripped the fellow
to the floor.
There was a howl of pain from
Bromlitz’ throat as the sharp blade
crept through his shirt into the flesh
of his breast. Benning cast the
weight of his body into the lunge.
There followed the rasping cry of a
mortal wound. Bromlitz’ strength
relaxed.
Benning stood up. The French
operative’s face was chalky white,
but her blue eyes were cold and
unmoved as she observed Bromlitz
in the convulsions of his last breath.
‘Tm sorry this had to happen
here, mademoiselle,” Benning told
her.
She said with calm indifference:
“You’ve only done me a service,
monsieur. Bromlitz has been very
difficult of late and I did not dare
let him show himself at the palace.
Of course, you’ll dispose of his body
I as soon as he is dead.”
“Is Bravot now in Mexico City?”
Benning interrupted.
“That needn’t matter to you. You
are leaving Mexico City immediate
ly.”
“It was Bromlitz.”
“Of course, as soon as I get the in
parachute. Shortly the straps formation I came here to get.”
gripped at armpits and legs to tell
“Impossible! I can't play the dan
him the parachute had fed safely ger of having you here now. In a
out. Above the rush of air he could few days I hope to be ready to leave
hear the plane roaring on its way. for France. Nothing must interfere
There came to him a moment’s envy with my success now.”
of the pilot who would flash back
‘TU make a bargain with you,
along the friendly route to a safe mademoiselle. I’ll leave at once if
landing at Albright Field.
you can find out when Van Hassek
The moon had not yet risen, but attacks from Guaymas. Also any
the capital's masses were outlined thing you can learn about what is
in myriad light clusters, which told going to happen in the Orient.”
Benning the American air service
Her face lighted up and she gave
was still too busy at home to strike a gasp of relief. “If that is what
at Mexico City. Through the star you want to know, I can teU you,
light he presently caught the black monsieur. Van Hassek’s Guaymas
earth toward which he was rush force will move up the Gulf within
ing.
the present week to attack north
He freed himself of straps, and with his mechanized and motorized
rolled and secreted the silken chute. regiments through California. Their
Half an hour’s brisk walk brought objective is to freeze your fleet out
him to the dark little Calle del No of its great bases on the Pacific
gal. which told him he had landed coast.”
to the north of Chapultepec. He
Benning’s brows knotted. “But
found a sleepy cabman to drive him such
an attack doesn’t make sense
direct to Jesus Maria.
unless Van Hassek is to have prompt
Benning’s plan was set as he re infor cements. ’ ’
reached the street on which he had
“To be sure, monsieur. But Van
lived with Mile. Ducos.
Hassek’s whole plan is working out
There was a light in the little Du right close to pattern. Denied its
cos apartment when he reached bases, a heavy part of your Navy
there shortly after one o'clock. He will have to sail at once around the
walked resolutely up to the door Horn to protect your Atlantic coast
and knocked. The immutable law from the Mediterranean fleet. At the
of averages, he argued hopefully as same time with Van Hassek’s at
he waited, dictated an occasional bit tack will come the invasion from
of luck in his operations.
the Orient, which is already moving
In a moment the door opened and east.”
Benning saw the French girl's di
Benning gasped, ”Do you know
minutive figure framed against the J those things for fact?”
lighted room. But at recognizing
“I know that Van Hassek expects
Eenning, terror flashed into her eyes
me
in San Francisco within the next
and she stepped quickly back.
“But no, senor!” she exclaimed. few weeks when he is to take su
‘‘No such person as you mentioned preme command over your Pacific
coast. But by then I will be in
lives here.”
Before she could close the door, France—if only I can learn when
• figure strode up from behind her, the attack upon my own country is
few_d«yi I
4 gaunt maji witlishaggy, unkempt te launch. it«lf< Is
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tor at her Medomak Summer
home.
Mrs. Henry P. Mason will enter
tain members of the Baptist
Ladies Circle at her home Thurs
day afternoon.
Mrs. Lydia Colwell is visiting in
Prospect Harbor.
Dr. Barbara Hunt and Miss
Louise Merrill of Bangor have
been recent guests at the San
born home.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay has been
appointed as a member of the pro
gram andi marching committees
for the Maine Society, Daughters
of Colonial Wars.
MLss Constance Newbegin and
Richard Newbegin of Rockland
attended the Carnival Ball here
Friday night.
MLss Anne Wood of Waterville
has been a recent visitor in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ralph and
family spent the weekend in Lynn,
Mass.
Richard Freeman of Boston
spent the weekend here.
Miss Eleanor Miller returned
Sunday to her studies at Lasell
Junior College in Auburndale,
Mass., after passing a vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
G. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Watson and
son Benjamin of Rockland visit
ed Mrs. Jennice Benner Saturday
night. Guests Sunday at Mrs. Ben
ner’s home were Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Grover, Mr. and Mrs. Horace Vose
of Thomaston; Kenneth Boardman,
Jefferson; Mrs. Winnie Kaler,
West Waldoboro.
Leon Steward and William H.
Brooks, Jr., attended the Confer
ence of Maine Bankers in Bruns
wick Friday and Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black of
Rockland were guests Sunday at
tlie home of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Crowell.
Stanley I Bailey of Philadelphia
has been recent guest of Mrs
Maude Clark Gay. Mr. Bailey
and his sister, MLss Gladys Bailey
went Sunday to Newport to visit
their mother, Mrs. I. S. Bailey.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Jenness
of Newport, N. H. have been re
cent visitors at the home fo Dr.
and Mrs. George H. Coombs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Sten
ger who have been guests of their
son, Richard Stenger in Philadel
phia are now visiting Mr. and Mrs
Elliott Stenger in Baltimore.
Miss Katherine Gay of Damaris
cotta and Fred Gay of Boston
were guests Sunday of Miss Clara
Gay. Miss Dora Gav and Mrs.
Gracia Libby.
Honor Roll
Students on the honor roll for the
fourth ranking period are:
Post Graduates—Crystal Fitch.
Seniors—Donald Heyer, Robert
Ifill, Vera Jameson, Helen Leven
saler, Leola Meres. Dewey Moody,
Harold Orff.
Juniors—Arthur Burgess, Robert
Creamer, Inez Hilton, Ernest Mc
Lain, Mary Miller, Madelyn Rines.
Bessie Stahl.
Sophomores — Frances Creamer,
Pauline Creamer, Joyce Fitzgerald.
Barbara Picinich, Irma Pietila.
Freshmen — Ernest Fitzgerald,
Ralph Genthner, Beryl Gross, Ar
thur Kennedy. Leonard Newbert.
Grade 7—Mildred Benner. Robert
Heyer, Marion Hilt, George lives,
Ruth Johnson, Arlene Kennedy,
Esper Mank, Jack Mills, Gloria
Monahan, Arthur Scott, Dorothy
am to meet Van Hassek at San An
tonio—in the meantime, I gather
what straws I can from his man
Boggio.”
“Boggio, you say!”
The word9 drove fiercely from
Benning’s throat. He felt the bris
tling of his hair under the surge of
feeling aroused by that name, for
the instant lost the thread of por
tentous disclosure that Mile. Ducos
made. Promptly he recovered his
composure and attempted to'cover
his show with a smile.
He said, in an easier voice, "So
Boggio is here in Mexico City?”
“You should learn, in this busi
ness, to conceal your feelings,”
Mile. Ducos said with a thin smile,
and added: "But I can very well
understand just how you feel on the
subject of Boggio. Boggio has done
nothing but boast of the bombing of
the White House, ever iince—”
"Mademoiselle, I can’t leave Mex
ico until I’ve seen Boggio. A min
ute alone with him will be enough—
and I’ll promise to be very discreet
as far as your interests are con
cerned.”
“If your Government doesn’t know
already what I’ve just told you,”
she countered, “you should waste no
time on Boggio now.”
“I have no possible means of leav
ing Mexico until tomorrow night,”
Benning confessed. "My Govern
ment and I will be eternally grate
ful to you if you will add this last
little service. I promise the great
est discretion in handling Boggio.”
The French girl pondered his pro
posal, testing its play against the
risks to her own obligations. Pres
ently a smile played at the comers
of her mouth and a cold glitter
shone in her eyes.
“At four o’clock tomorrow after
noon, monsieur,” she decided, “Bog
gio and I will drive together south
from Chapultepec on the highway
to Tacubaya.
Boggio will be at
the wheel and we will be alone.”
She extended her hand and added,
”1 will say good-bye to you now,
monsieur, and bon voyage.”
(Continued in Saturday's issue)
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The fire department was called
Friday afternoon to a grass fire
at South Warren on land owned by
O. B Libby. Ray Spear, and Cor
nelius Overlock. Four acres were
burned over before the blaze was
conquered. A small tool house or
the Ray Spear place was burned
and the fire came close to O B
Libby’s wayside place, a hen house
and the rear of the C E. Overlock
barn.
Mrs. Blla Cunningham will be
chairman of the public dinner to be
served Wednesday at the E. A. Star
rett Auxiliary. Members are re
minded to pass the handkerchiefs
for the Encampment, to Mrs. Alice
Peabody at this time.
Elementary schools are closed for
a vacation of two weeks.
Rev. Perley Quigg of West HarpswMl, who is conducting the
nightly evangelLstic services at the
Baptist Church, announces these
sermon topics: Monday, “Mission
of Christ to -the World;” Tuesday,
“—And Peter;” Wednesday, “The
Value of a Soul;’ Thursday, “How
May We Know Jesus Better?" Fri
day, “Refuge Failed Me.” Services
open at 7 oclock. Special music for
each service is under the direction
of Chester Wyilie. Good Friday
will be observed from 12 to 3. Rev.
Mr. Stackhouse has arranged for
these speakers: Rev. L. Clai£
French, subject “I Trust;” Rev.
Perley Quigg, “It Is Finished," and
others. Included in the services
will be prayer, responsive reading
and meditation, as well as the ser
mons.
This committee from the Con
gregational Ladies Circle will
serve s-upper Thursday at the
chapel: Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs.
Julia Watts, Mrs. Edna White,
Mrs. Grace Campbell, and Mrs.
Abbie Newbert. Members are re
minded of the parcel post sale dur
ing the afternoon and evening for
funds for the church repairs. A
short program will be given after
the supper.
Avard Robinson is employed at
Drewett’s Garage.
The Contract Club will meet this
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Fred Campbell, with Mrs. George
Walker, the hostess.
Eutertainment furnished at the
stated meeting of Ivy Chapter Fri
day was the reading of “White
Cliffs” by Miss Carolyn Haydeil.
The Chapter, will sponsor a cooked
food sale Wednesday at 2 o’clock
in the vacant store of the An
drews block.
Mrs. Wilbur Spear is gaining in
health.
Lloyd Wellington of Savannah.
Ga., is passing several days in
Pleasantville, at the home of his
mother, Mrs. Emery Simmons.
Members of Crescent Temple,
P. S. have been invited to a pic
nic supper Wednesday at the
home of Miss Cora Robinson in
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Wagg of
Topsham were guests Sunday of
Mrs. Edwin Emerson and iRaychel
Emerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Holbrook of
Camden were visitors Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Peabody.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert White and
son David, visited Saturday with

Spear, Mary Waltz.
Grade 8—Otis Benner. Paul Hil
ton, Helen Hoch Walter Johnson,
Robert Kane, Frances Lee, Hannah
Morse, Helen Putansu, Frances
Richards, Berton Scott, Marie
Waltz, Jean Winchenbach, Eleanor
Benner
,
Granville II. Gross
Granville H. Gross. 66, died Sun
day. Mr. Gross was bom in this
town, son of Alden and Annie
Gross.
He is survived by his wife, Nora
B.; one daughter, Beryl C.; two
sisters, Mrs. Lena A. Miller of
Bath and Mrs. Alice McConnell of
Syracuse, N. Y.; and by one
cousin, Edgar Wallace of this
town.
Services will be held Wednesday
at 1 o’clock at the Dutch Neck
Church, Rev. Harold Nutter offi
ciating.
Interment will be in
Dutch Neck cemetery.
Mrs. Bertha A. Castner
Mrs. Bertha A. Castner. 81. died
Sunday at the home of her grand
children, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Benner with whom she resided.
Mrs. Castner was bom in this
town, daughter of Horace and
Martha Miller.
She was the
widow of Norman Castner.
She is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Alma Jameson and Mrs. Sadie
Moody of Warren, one brother
Reddington Miller of this town
and by nine grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 1 o’clock at the home
Rev. O. G. Barnard officiating. In

r Every-Other-Day

Mrs. A. N. White, and Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. White in West Bath.

Odd Fellows Honored
Meritorious service medals were
presented two members of Warren
Lodge I.OO.F.. by John W. Thorn
ton of Lewiston, grand master, at
the district meeting held here
Saturday. Those honored were Ed
win E. Gammon, secretary of War
ren Lodge, and past chief patri
arch of Mt. Horeb Encampment,
who had procured ten candidates
the past few months, seven for the
encampment and three for the sub
ordinate lodge, and Ralph Robin
son, past noble grand of Warren
lodge, who had secured ten candi
dates the past few menths for the
subordinate lodge.
Sixty-eight Odd Fellows attended
the district meeting, at which the
host lodge worked the third degree
on a class of ten candidates. LaForest P. Mank of Waldoboro, dis
trict deputy grand master was in
charge of the meeting which was
opened by Warren Lodge, with
John Connell.the noble grand, pre
siding. Four of the five lodges in
the district were represented—Wal
doboro, Union, Round Pend and
Warren. Lodges outside of the dis
trict represented were Maine and
Unity of Portland, Lincoln, Lewis
ton, Rockland, Camden and AlLston, Mass.
Amog the guests were grand mas
ter, Mr. Thornton of Lewiston, and
the deputy grand master. Percy
Wallace of Portland.
The memorial service and school
of instruction were omitted and
will be presented at a later get-to
gether.
Supper was served by a commit
tee from Mystic Rebekah LodgeMrs. Edna Moore, Mrs. Mildred
Gammon, and Mrs. Doris Overlock
Sheldon's Filling Station, Warren open from 6.30 a. m to 8 p. m.
40-42
—adv.

EAST WALDOBORO
Oscar Colson and family have
moved to West Gardiner.
Mrs. Clarence Tolman of War
ren visited Sunday at the home
of her daughter’s Mrs. Harold
Wotton s.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Page of Dover,
N. H. were recent callers at L. L.
Mank's.
Orville Jameson and family of
Rockport were guests Sunday at
J. O. Jameson’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson of
Leeds were at their heme here
Monday.
Capt. and Mrs. William Grover
of West Waldoboro were recent
callers at Harry McIntire’s.
Mrs. Mabel Cress and friend of
Thomastcn visited Sunday at the
home of her brother Lester Mank.
Charles L. Bowers passde last
weekend at W. Brighams. Arling
ton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Winchen
bach. Mrs. S. Simmons and son.
Wayne of Back Cove were callers
Sunday at Mrs. La Fore, t Mank's
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner J. Mank
entertained at turkey dinner Sun
day, Capt. and Mrs. Fred Young
of Friendship. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Beady of Togus and Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Beady of Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Levensaler
and children cf the village. Harold
Black and family of Tenant’s Har
bor were guests Sunday at Russell
McLeod’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry lives. Jr.
have moved to Clarence Waltz
house. Riverside avenue, Warren.
Mrs. E. M. Dudley and Miss
Leona Rines, R N. of Portland
were visitors Sunday at J. A.
Rines’.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Day,
Mrs. William Day and Mrs. Alma
Ward of Fort Fairfield passed last
weekend at Ivan Scott’s.
Burnell Mank of Rockland visi
ted last Saturday with his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Mank
Saturday.
Elbert Starrett of Warren called
Sunday at C. Bowers’.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McIntire
and Dyson Jameson attended a
party in Camden recently.
The Social Club met recently
with Mrs. L. Mank. The program
consisted of conundrums. Mrs
Lizzie Waltz; reading, Mrs. Hattie
Rines and Mrs. Mildred Gammon;
household hints. Mrs. Edna White
and Mrs. Delora Mank; king con
test, Mrs. Edna McIntire; prizes
awarded Mrs. Jennie Mank and
Mrs. Hattie Rines. Refreshments
were served.
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Print Combined Dresses
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Because you like a soft, easy
silhouette, and details tb it
frame your fate in flattery—
make your figure more attractive—you'll appreciate the e
dresses for their delightful
femininity.
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In Everybody’s Column FOR SALE
Advertisements In this oolumn no»
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for on»
time. 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line

1941 STUDEBAKER Commander !)•
Luxe Tung Land Cruiser Sedan. Wi'l
sell at a bargain. U6ed verv little
E
O PHILBROOK Ai SON. 632 Main (SI
Rockland. •________________________ 42-11

LOST AND FOUND

MAYTAG washer for sale; also Easv
Washer and Universal Range
iAH
second hand) cheap for cash FRANCIS
E HAVENER. Tel. 370____________ 42-44

I.ADY'S gold wrist watch with black
strap lost Monday between Blacking
ton s and Endicott's. Reward. TEL
923-MK ___________________________ 42*44

LADY'S red bill fold lost, initials
“C. F E
MLSS CAROLYN ELWEI.L
Courier-Gazette oflice.
42*lt
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 1558 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate in accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law
KNOX
COUNTY TRUST CO . by Lendon Jackson. Treas . Rockland, Me.. April 7.
1941
42-T 48

1929 OLDSMOBILE sedan for sale.
$33 cash.__ TEL. 134-M____________ 42_44

STUDEBAKER Beach Wagon (1929)
for sale. In good condition and extra
good 6-ply tires. HOWARD LAPE
Milton Jones, South Hope
42*lt

BOAT for sale, with cabin, 30 feet.
8 foot beam, Kermath marine engine
C. BEAL, 44 South St___________ 41*41
1937
PLYMOUTH DeLuxe
4 door
Touring Sedan, heater; gunmetal paint .
At a bargain
E O PHILBROOK Ai
SON. 632 Main St.. Rockland.
42 44

SS
•w&i

BIG brown mare lor sale, clever and
right; also 15 cords cow dressln" at
BUNCH of keys on ring lost; also ' lirni. Tel, 179 M. W W. BUTLER
hub can. with k»-v used on
pure. City
____________ _____ 41*43
Please leave at HOUCK STATION 4
DON T forget Lufkin has Premier
40*42
Strawberry Plants at Olencove.
A FEMALE hound lost near Oyster dress R. D.. Rockland. Box 124C. TEI.
River white bodv, tan head
JOHN 44 3________________________________ 41*43
PETERSON. 48 Old County Rd . Tel.
NEW 37-ft. pleasure boat for sa'e
1130-W
40 42
cheap; 9 ft wide, C ft. deep, schooner
rigged with new suit sails
MORSE

WANTED

BOATBUILDING CO. Thomaston

_______ ____________________________ 40J2

HAY for sale, 10-ton lot. good Eng
EXPERIENCED man wanted to work lish hay. can be measured or weighed
J
C INGRAHAM, R.F.D. Box 54 West
on bread and cakes, days. $20 per
week to start on
Must have steady Meadow Rd.. Rockland__________ 41-43
habits
State age
Address FOUR
1937 PLYMOUTH Dc Luxe Coupe
NIERS BAKERY. Winstad. Conn
___________________________________ 42-44 black plaint, heater E O. PHILBROOK
& SON 632 Main St Rockland 42 44
ENTERTAINERS
wanted
suitable
NEW milch heifer for sale. ELMER
for Hillbilly Show’, must have own
transportation
State lowest terms DOW, 270 Pleasant St . City.
41*43
Wilte RADIO ROUNDUP REVUE BOX
MULTlfiMAPH outlit for sale
One
663. Rockland ________________ 42*44
60 hurtV operated Muitlgrapli wl'li
GOOD paying Watkins route with No.
type etter »nd extra printers attach
established customers. Must have car ments. Type. ribbon, new unused
and good reputation
No investment composition roll for printers ink All
Dept A, J R WATKINS CO. Newark
in perfect condition, complete ready
N. J._______________________________42*43 to use. Coat with large quantity of
POSITION wanted as housekeeper type, rule. He., over $250, for $50 cash,
Apply to P. O. BOa
for man alone or one or two adults not delivered
634, Rockland.
41-tf
Good references. TEI. 2341. Camden
40*42
ARVIN large car heater for sale $5;
RENT wanted with 3 bed rooms, all also, 36” Bolt cutters, $2; Whltnev
modern, centrally located. Call COU
Screw Punch, $10.
P O. BOX 502.
RIER GAZETTE.___________________ 41J43 Rockland.
40*42
SMALL office safe wanted. For fur
1937 BUICK Special Touring Sedan,
ther details write to "E. P ’
Cou radio, heater, gunmetal paint, verv
rier-Gazette.
41*43 clean, perfect condition
E O. PHIL
42-44
ELDERLY man wanted for farm BROOK At..aON. 632 Main St.
chores, good dry milker, one wanting
SHIPS yawl for sale 20 ft. In |irgood home and can drive car if neces fect condition, little used. Snow built
sary Write FARMER care Courler-Ga I Has Model A Ford motor, inquire AL
zette.______________________________ 41*46 FRED HOCKINO, Tel 56 '3 Tenant s
40-42
RELIABLE man wanted, between 25 I Harbor.
and 50 to succeed D. F Furbish as
90 - ACRE farm for sale at Belfast,
Rawleigh Dealer tn Northeast Lincoln good 8-room house, never falling
County.
Selling experience unneces water at sink, land for all crops, wood
sary.
Everything furnished except lumber, trotit brook, great cranberry
car Splendid oppportunlty for a man privilege flow any time, poultry chance
to step into a profitable business for G. L. SHERMAN. R F.D I, Lincolnville
himself. Write at once RAWLEIGH’S
__________________ 36 44
DEPT ME-73 K. Albanv, N Y
Hard wood per loot, ntted »l 50.
39. 41, 42. 44. 45. 47
Sawed. $1 40; long. $1 30 M B. A C. O
LOBSTER boat wanted, 26 ft., in PERRY. Tel. 487
_______________ 39-tf
sound condition, witli or without en
1936 FORD for sale, verv good E O
gine. cabin desirable. ALFRED DUN
HAM, Sunset. Me.
39*44 PHILBROOK Ai SON. C32 Main St
Rockland.
42-44
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
WE buy and sell second-hand fur
called for and delivered T. J. FLEM
ING, 19 Birch St , Tel 212-W
34-tf niture of all kinds; before you make
a deal, get our appraisal price at
Furniture Exchange, 235 Main St.. TV1
1350. Rockland _______________ 39-tf
D Ar H. hard ooal, egg, stove, nut
$14 50 per ton, del. Household soft cosl
$8
ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
TWO light housekeeping rooms to notper
screened $9 ton del. M B Ac C
let furnished: also* single rooms. 22 O
PERRY, 519 Main St., Tel 487 39-tf
LINDSEY ST
42-44

TO LET

SMALL furnished apartment to let
at 19 Willow St. Apply JAKE SMAL
LEY. Tel. 772-R
42*44
TWO-room furnished apt to let. gas.
lights, use of bath. TEL. 865-j. 23
MEN Women! Want Vim? Stimu
Cedar St.____________________
42*44 lants
In Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
FOUR-room heated ap’ to let. autol bodies larking Vitamin B-l, Iron Cal
matic hot water. At 15 Summer St cium. Phosphorus. Introductory size
H M FROST. Tel 318-W
39-tf only 35c Call, write C H MOOR A:
FURNISHED apartment to let at ' CO., and all other good drug store100 Union St LEOLA ROSE
41-tf I___________________________ _ _______ 39*51
U. S. Roofing and Painting Co
ROOM to rent with kitchen priv
Rooms papered. $5 up, complete with
Hedges and modem conveniences Cen all
material and labor. Celling whitened
trally located. TEL 334 .
41*43 $1.50
up. TEI. 270-W.
28-tf
PARTLY furnished apartment to
let; also rooms. MARTHA BURKETT
75 Broad St.
37-42
HEATED apartment to let, 4 rooms
and bath. Apply 7 ELLIOT ST., Thom
aston.Tel 24 or 5._____
40 tf
BARRED
Rocks
and
sex-linked
OFF IC E to leu centrally located, chicks from U. S. pullorum clean
stock
Also Chester white pigs, AL
steam heated, low rental. TEL 133
FRED
42-47
40-51 C HAWES. Union.
CLEMENTS Red Chicks and ClemTHREE unfurnished rooms to let.
Call ALICE FULLER. 25 Linden St , cross pullet chicks are available for
Tel. 106-J.
37-tf shipment during April and Mav. Why
have the most profitable strains
FOUR unfurnished rooms to let not
reasonable prices? Hatched In the
with sun porch and toilet. Inquire at
best
equipped sanitary hatchery In
12 Knox St„ TEL. 156-W
31 tf the State
Personal attention to every
FURNISHED
apartments
to
let. order. Send a postal card for free 16DELIA YORK 111 Pleasant St. 29-tf page Illustrated catalog and price list
Winterport 39-24 collect for rush
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS Tel.
CLEMENTS BRO6 FARMS
FLORA COLLINS. Tel, 579-W
39-tf orders.
Winterport. Me.
41-58
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
M ARMATA, The Men’s Shop. Main
Ac Park Sts,. Rockland.
39-tf
LARGE store with three rooms and
bath In rear. 73 Park St. Center store
in block $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY.
283 Main St
39-tf

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Davis passed
the weekend with their son-in-law
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Chaun
cey Keene in Rockland.
Walter Barter accompanied Har
old Hupper to Deer Isle Saturday to
assist in razing a building.
Frank Wiley has completed a
rock fireplace and chimney at the
Paul Wenner cottage in Elmore.
Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, Mrs. Eliza
Wiley and Misses Rosa Teele and
Edith Harris attended the Ladies’
Circle recently at the home of Mrs.
Jean Bachelder in Martinsville. Mis.
terment will be in the Comery Sarah Chaples will be hostess at the
TWO or 3 room furnished apt to
let on Warren 8t Inquire at 12 WAR
next meeting, April 17.
REN or 11 JAMES ST.
39-U
-------------------
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urday to Rockland where she has
employment.
William Benner is home from
Stonington.
News items from all of the Pa
MBS. OSCAR O. LAMB
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
The
One
O
’
clock
Club
met
Sat

Correspondent
here.
urday night with Mr. and Mrs.
\liss Mary Maker has returned Oscar C. Lane.
Mrs. Ernest Macintosh was host- , Grand View Grange of Northport
;-n;n Rcckland where she has been
| met Thursday and partook of sup
ess Monday to the Antique Club
nest of relatives the past week.
per Mrs. Thomas Surneau was the
Mrs. Christopher Holbrook has i chairman.
Angus Hennigar came Friday
returned from Rockland.
rom Rockland.
Three applications for memb‘”.Mrs. William Pepphard of Boston
M. Gwendolyn Green, returned
ship were received. There will be
,• irday from Fitchburg, Mass, is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
degree work at the next meeting.
Webster.
ere she passed the Winter.
April 10. and Eastern Star Grange
I: i Bridge Eight” met WednesMrs. Ruth Brown, who has been of Hampden has been invited to
with Mrs. Sada Robbins.
teaching at Waterford, is home for visit and work the third and fourth
Mr Meredith Trefrey returned a three week's vacation.
degrees April 17. Mrs. Thebna Wood
,p,irday from Miami, Florida.
Miss Audrey Coombs took part in Ls in charge of supper for the next
Mr- Edward Lane was pleasantly | the State Prize Speaking contest meeting. It will be served at 6.30.
ed Monday night on her f Friday in Rockland. She wa.s
• » » •
rihday by the arrival of neigh- chosen to represent Vinalhaven
This program was presented at
and friends from whom she High School. Her se'ection was
North
Haven Grange , Saturday
eceived a variety of lovely gifts, “Camille.”
night:: Remarks by Master Harvey
time wa.s passed socially and a
Union Circle will hold its annual
Calderwood; song by the Grange:
rge birthday cake centered the meeting Thursday afternoon. A
violin
solo, Grace Beverage; read
.freshments.
baked bean supper will be served at
ing,
Elinor
Brown; song by the
The Butterflies met Saturday 5.33. The housekeepers are Betty
Grange; piano solo, Virginia Bever
ith Mrs. Annie Patrick.
Bragdon, Lucille Carver, DorLs
age, talk by Rev. H I. Holt on
Mi
Richard Young returned Shields and Muriel Lane. Friday
“Fidelity."
I.. .,•? from Lexington. Mass., at 7 o'clock the Good rriday Service
This Grange will observe its 32d
. •• she has been visiting her will be held in Union Church.
anniversary
April 22 with an appro
, .ner Mrs. Arthur Pierce.
At the morning service Palm Sun
priate
program.
I ,• Weary Club met Saturday day in Union Church these babies
Mrs. Orilla Sampson and Mrs.
nt with Mrs. Rebecca Arey.
were baptized by the pastor Rev.
A substantial sum was netted Kenneth Cook: Susan Jeanne Web Susie Wooster entertained the sewii the cake sale held Saturday ster. daughter of Kenneth and Vir- ' inS circle at the home of the latter,
S liter Crane’s store. Tlie pro ginia Webster; James Clinton Cal- Thursday afternoon. Nineteen w:mderwood, son of James and Avis en were present. Mrs. Nettie Crockwill benefit Union church.
Herbert Conway returned Satur-' Calderwood; Loretta Ann Shields. I ett will entertain the circle this
, . irom a visit with relatives in daughter of Victor and Cleo Shields; Thursday.
Edward Phillip Ames, son of Ed-, Movies will be shown and a talk
ockland.
Mrs. Glen Alhearns went Sat- ward and Joyce Ames; Michael on the dairying industry in Maine
. j will be given by Clayton Osgood
Friday night at the Grange hall.
Everyone Ls welcome.
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Only One Is Now Living

NORTH HAVEN

Frances Brown has employment
Twenty women and four men met
last Tuesday at the Methodist at the home of Mrs. Minnie Miles
Church where they spent the dny in Rockland
in giving the church its annual
Nellie York has returned home
spring cleaning. A dinner of baked after spending the Winter in Vinal
beans, brown bread, rolls, pickles, haven.
salads, pie and coffee was served aHattie Bray has returned after
noon. A great amount of work was an extended visit with her daugh
accomplished.
ter, Mrs. Louise Gabrielson at Bar
sm***'Miss Aarolyn Gilbert entertained Harbor.
MMMMT
at a surprise party at her home
Eda Leadbetter has returned to
- s.--4
Monday in honor of Miss Geraldine her home, having spent the Winter
w»r*
Ml I
Gifford's birthday. Whist supplied with her nephew, Lloyd Whitmore.
the entertainment for the evening,
Alton Lewis was an overnight
prizes going to Marie Duplisey, Ira visitor in town last week, p-eparaGott. Karl Fillmore and Edwin Pen tory to opening his mother's house.
niman. Ice cream and cake were Mrs. Mary Lewis will soon return
served. The guests were Mr. and from Massachusetts where she has
Mrs. Carl Gifford. Mr. and Mrs. Fred spent the Winte.,
Duplisey, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gif
Mr. and Mrs Hubert Grant and
ford. Marilyn Gifford, Marie Du family, Mr. and Mrs. Garnet
plisey. Mrs. J
Francis Gott. Thornton and IMr. and Mrs, Au
Edwin
Penniman,
Karl
Fill gustus Whitmore returned this week,
more, Eliner Tarr, Abden and having spent the Winter in Florida
Junior Gilbert, Mrs. Leah Gilbert
Beatrice Mills Ls spending the
and the guest of honor. Miss Gifford Easter vacation with her paren:*,,
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hartley Curtis, J. Mr. and Mrs. Merle Mills.
Francis
Gott and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Wendell Howard
ri
Maynard McFarland were unable to have returned from Massachusetts
The late Capt. Luke A. Spear was city marshal when the above picture of the Rockland Police Force was attend.
where Mr. Howard has employment.
made. Left to right: John T. Berry, John W. Lane, George I. Whitten, City Marshal Spear, Michael IL Burns.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Myron
Williams,
E.
Mrs. Howard Ls remaining hero
A. G. Prescott, Frank .Alden. Mr. Lane is the sole survivor of the group. Photo loaned through courtesy of
Wells Kerr and Miss Gibson of Ex while Mr. Howard returned to Mass
A- W. Richards.
eter, N. H„ and Hugh Williams of achusetts for a brief period.
Dublin, N. IL, spent the weekend at
Myrtle Greenlaw is in Boston for
SOUTH LIBERTY
WEST WASHINGTON
CUSHING
the Williams cottage.
a brief stay.
Mrs. Walter Reynolds gave a
Mr and Mrs. Walter Withee, Mrs.
Tliis community is to have a new
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Greenlaw aro
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Duncan of
bridge to replace the one now in utility shower Friday at her home Edson Wellman and Mrs Kendrick
to
leave the Herzog estate and re
Cambridge. Mass., spent the week
use between Friendship and Cush in Camden in honor of her sister, Light went Sunday to Lewiston to
turn
to their heme ln Deer Isle.
Mrs Kenneth Ripley. Many friends , visit Kendrick Light, who is a pa- end with Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Mc They have resided here for a num
ing.
Farland.
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney is recovering from this town attended. Games, tient in the Lewiston Hospital,
Mrs. Lettie Bailey spent Thurs ber of years and they will be great.y
cards and music furnished entei-^ Mrs. ^ae Hibbert returned Sunfrom illness.
day with Mrs. Courtland Brackett. missed.
tainment for a large number of
f
roin
cooper's
Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morse,
Mr. and Mrs. M. F McFarland
daughter Mrs. DorLs Thomey.____
and «Uests A bufTet lun,ch Was serV*?vi Mr. and Mrs. Mack Tilson of Auand
son Stanton passed Saturday in TENANT’S HARBOR
grandson Roderick are in Reading,;
RiPle^ teceive many pre
gUsta were guests with Archie H:oAt the meeting of tlie Ladies
South
Cushing visiting relatives.
bert, Gerald Hibberd, Ray Dawson
Mass., for a visit with relatives j 81 ,s
Sewing
Circle held at the Lillias
Roland Burns, Jr , of Waldoboro
while enroute to Florida. They will | Ross Cunningham ls a patient at and Ralph Dyer, boys from Fort
"K""
Grace
Institute
recently. Mrs. Alice
make a stop at Daytona Beach J
Veterans Hospital in Togus
Williams in Portland, who visited at has been guest the past few days of Wheeler was pleasantly surprised
his aunt, Mrs. Carl Gifford.
and many other points of interest , Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis of their homes recently.
when the women presented a cake
Alabama
Lawrence,
Mass.,
passed
the
week

J. Francis Gott, who has been
Mrs. Carl Bowman returned home
in that State.
to her tlie occasion be.ng her 35ih
(noted by 'Ruth Mazzeo)
teaching in a C.C.C. camp in North
Plans are in formulation for a end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. last Tuesday from Union.
wedding
anniversary. Rev. Perley
California
James Curtis.
Callers in Somerville this week ern Maine, has been transferred to Miller had also been invited to at
meeting
of
the
‘
‘
heirs
to
the
pews
”
District of Columbia
Roy Harrington of Rockland has were Mrs. Dorothy Hibbert, Celia Camden. Mr. Gott Ls spending tend supper, to meet once again
at the Baptist Church, to elect trus
Florida
bought
the Albert Light farm and Wellman and Mrs. Estern Wellman, several days ifi town with his family many of his old friends.
tees and other officers.
Illinois
will move there soon.
I Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Weaver and •before taking up his duties in
Mr. Messer of Union Ls a boarder
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peters- n
Indiana
Donald Rhodes is sawing lumber I children visited Sunday with Mrs. Camden.
a
Mrs.
Nora
Ulmer
’
s.
have
returned heme after spendIowa
Maud Hibbert.
Mrs. Lida Fillmore attended the !' ing the Winter in the northern
Rev. A. A. Callahan, presiding at Lincoln’s Mill in Washington.
Maine
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith of , flower show with Mr and Mrs. . part of Maine with Mrs. Petersen's
Mr. and Mis. James Curtis, Jr..
Maryland
Methodist elder of this district, was
Portland
were callers Monday on! Courtland Brackett.
FMassachusetts
in town Saturday to attend a church j and daughter Nancy were weekend
j brother Alfred Fuller.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Granville Turner.
Miss Evelyn Hutchins and friend j ^jr. and Mrs. Samuel Davis are
Michigan
meeting at Mina Woodcock's. He guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Suke
Minnesota
of Wiscasset visited Sunday with spending,a few days in Redstone,
preached a Palm Sunday message forth in Union.
Missouri
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Colby.
Sunday afternoon at the Cove
N. H.
Tlie tax assessors recently made ST. GEORGE
(noted by E. O. Pinkham)
Reino Elo has been home several
Church. Service will be held at their yearly visit to the farmers.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Greenlaw
John Bald who Is employed in
New Hampshire
that church next Sunday by the
Mrs. Goldie Overlock of North days ill with grippe and an infected Pemaquid were guests Sunday- of Connecticut is visiting his parents
New Jersey
pastor. Rev. H. W. Van Deman.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cheever Prentice. Mr. and Mrs Rcbert Bald.
Warren visited Sunday at the home tooth.
New York
Mrs. Floyd Barnes returned Tues
Mrs.
Webb
Barnes
has returned I of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Ohio
day from Knox Hospital where she
from a visit in Philadelphia whe-e overiock.
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE SHOW AT
Vermont
was a surgical patient.
she
joined
Mr.
Barnes
for
the
dur-----------------Wisconsin
Darold Hocking has returned to Park Theatre, Today, Wednesday, Thursday
* * ♦ #
ation of his ship’s stay in that port. ,
RIVER ROAD
Colby College after ten days’ vaca
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. McFarland
Quebec
’law
Mrs. Mildred Harjula and son
tion.
and son Stanton were recent guests
Gene and Miss Ellen Stein re
Mrs. Crawford Allen and son are
Douglas Bunker, son of Woodrow of relatives here.
turned Sunday from Bath where visiting relatives cn Eagle Island.
William McNamara, who has been
A
and Elizabeth Bunker; Edith Cath
Mrs. Henry Caddy visited Wed
erine Smith, daughter of Themn a patient at *he New England Hos- ( relatives as guests of Miss Stein's
nesday
with Mrs. Harvey Kinney.
and Frances Smith; Dennis Earl pital in Brookline, Mass., has
mother, Mrs. Eva Stein.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hanson
Tupper. son of Ira and Evelyn Tup- • turned home, accompanied by
William Honkonen of Long Cove
per; Doris Joanne Doughty, daugh- sister, Mrs. Agnes Boynton, who is a patient at Knox Hospital due called Monday on Mr. and Mrs.
Reunited for the first time since their joint success in “You Can't ter of Ralph and Ethel Doughty, was in Dorchester., Mass, to be near to injuries suffered in a fall last Sigurd Olsen.
LV
Thure Jacobson has employment
.ike It With You.” Edward Arnold and Lionel Barrvmore are offered the Margaret Florice Sawyer, daughter him.
week at the home of Elias Kaivgas in Bangor.
Residents here learned with re
ost dramatic roles of their respective careers in “The Penalty.”
I of Guy and Lucy Sawyer.
Mrs. Sophia Johnsen suffered a
gret of the death Sunday of Mrs. in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Hakala who severe fall Tuesday, badly bruLsing 11
Richard Dunn of Thcmaston. Tlie
Dunns have owned a Summer home have been employed' in Portland face and arms.
Mrs. Albion Caddy and Mr. and
here for many years, the former are staying at the home of Mrs.
Mrs.
Charles Mrs. John McKenzie called Tuesday
Wilbur Morse property at Pleasant Hakala's sister.
Point, and have many friends Purainen in Thomaston and visited on Lydia Caddy.
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson rethroughout the town.
Walpas Sallinen is a patient at cpatl.v
Mrs. William Duley and son NORTH HOPE
Camden Community Hospital, suf
The Square Circle Club met
William of Bath. Mr. and Mrs.
fering from an infected hand.
Thursday
with Mrs. Olive Ludwig.
Edwin Harjula and daughter Sonja.
After
the
business
meeting delight
“Sleepers West,” the new 20fh
Albeit Harjula of Brunswick and
375 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ful
refreshments
were
served
by
the
SOUTH HOPE
Century-Fox picture is an excitluj
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pease cf
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maxey
TELEPHONE 77
Bath .spent Sunday with relatives hostess, assisted by Ruth Pease. The
mystery- thriller which continues
next meeting will be April 13 with
Rockland visited Friday evening here.
42T48
the adventures of Private Detective
with Miss Hattie A. Boggs.
MLss Ina Anderson, student at Annie Pease.
Michael Shayne. Lloyd Nolan again
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy T. Jacobs cf \faine School of Commerce, BanMERCHANTS A FARMERS MUTUAI
MERCHANTS MUTUAL
portrays the two-fisted, fast-talkSouthwest Harbor spent a few days gQr
arrive home Wednesday family of Portland spent Sunday
FIRE INS. CO.
CASUALTY CO.
Worcester, Mass.
Buffalo, N. V.
with Mr. and Mrs. Damon HaJl.
the past week with their son-in-law jor
Easter vacation.
On
his
entry
in
“
Coldriver
”
ing
sleuth and brunette Lynn Bar!.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1940
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Pierce
and
and
daughter,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Scattergood
(Guy
Kibbee»
is
met
jji
onc
je \iary Beth Hughes, Edward
The business meeting of the
Mortgage Loans (flrst
Real Estate.
$115,832 00
26 500 00
lleils l.
673.763 93
Mortgage Loans.
family
of
Rockport
were
callers
Sun

C. Hart.
with
the
inhabitants'
customary
Finnish ^pcngregational Church
3 9 403 86
Stocks and Bonds.
Brophy and Ben "Shadrach” Carter
Stocks and Bonds.
2 039 388 61
coldness toward strangers, but he
107.617 93
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Taylor, Mrs. W. was heldf Tuesday at the church day at AI Wellman's.
1.171.157 54
Cash in Office and Bank.
Ca-h ln Office and Bank,
37.907 44
Agents Balances.
Agents' Balances,
384.261 33
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan A-ase at manages to stand by his convi:- are featured with him in the
L. Taylor, Mrs. Lester Merrill and with Rev. Samuel Nevala. pastor,
3.733 56
Interest and Rents.
20.702 07
Bills Receivable.
8C7 2a
All other Assets.
15.686 73
Mrs. Ernest Hastings attended Knox John Anderson, chairman and tended a card party at Earl Sprowl's tions which greatly amuses Hipp, swift-moving production On board
Interest and Rents,
i
Pomona
Grange Saturday in Thom Mrs. Ellen Nelson, secretary* and recently.
i Paul White) his new*Iy found col- tne crash-bound Comanche Libit$546 030 04
Gross Assets.
$4 420.792 81
Gross Assets.
2 681 14
Deduct Items not admitted. 620.450 10
Mrs. Nina Perry and daughter ored friend, in a scene from Scat- Ptj, Michael Shayne is escorting an
aston.
Anselm Aho, treasurer.
$543,348 90
$3.800 342 71
Admitted,
Admitted.
, Miss Charlotte Rcbbins. a senior
The Sewing Club met Wednesday Bernice spent several days in Owl's tergood Baines” based on the stories
IIAB1LITTES, DEC
1. 1940
IJABILITTES. DEC 31. 1940
,at Farmington Normal School. !s w-th Mrg Mafy HarjuJa
Mrs Head the past week.
by Clarence Budington Kelland
$9,976 42
Net Unpjld Losses.
$1 896 662 43
Net Unpaid Losses.
passing
this
week
with
her
parents.
Qrace
Cgrey
host<?ss
n<?xt
Mrs.‘Frank Meservey and chil with Guy Kibbee in the title role tria1' Sha>np has the situat’d
1 052.127 02
Unearned Premiums,
256 658 55
Unearned P;emlums.
101 180 79
All c’her Liabilities
10 069 93
All other Liubhitle-.
dren have been _guests of her mother. Christy Cabanne directed this pro- weM in hand, however, and it
Mr. and Mrs. R. E Robbins.
_____
week.
1. 263.644 00
Surplus over all Liabilities,
750.372 47
Mrs. Achorn in Rockland this week. 1 auction for RKO
grand entertainment. Don't miss i
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lermond re
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
cently accompanied Albert Hastings
AMERICAN POLICYHOLDERS’
$3.860 342 71
Surplus.
$543,348 90
Surplus,
INSURANCE COMPANY
of Camden, to Rutland, Mass., for
Boston. Mass.
STANDARD ACCIDENT
UNITED STATES BRANCH
1 X 1 \I)FRWRITERS INSURANCE
a visit with relatives.
ASSETS, DBC. 31, 1940
((). OF NEW YORK
INSURANCE COMPANY
ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
1 Stocks and Bonds.
_______________________________
$1 880.665 93
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
OF LONDON
MWM/O//
Detroit, Mich.
Cash In Office and Bank
297.179 38
CALVERT
FIRE
INSURANCE
CO.
$1,628,987 C8
and Bonds.
111
John
St.,
New
York,
N.
Y.
Premiums
ln
Course
of
ASSETS.
DEC.
31.
1940
Philadelphia.
Pa.
217.380 01
•; Office and Bank.
Collection,
105,275 76

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
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GENERAL INSURANCE

Balances,
t and Rents.
•
A-sets,

$1,941,644 33
> Assets.
items not admitted 248.781 8j

$1.692 862
Admitted,
I LABILITIES, DEC 31. 1940
$62,771
Unpaid Losses,
457 064
■ned Premiums.
27.650
■ er Liabilities.
600 0000
i.ipi'al.
545.376
• 'is over all Liabilities.
T 'a! liabilities and

Chicks
cks
and
sex-linked
, . S pullorum clean
Up-ter white pigs, al
’ Union.
42-47
led Chicks and Clemlicks are available lor
di April and May. Why
mi t profitable strains
•rices? Hatched in the
sanitary hatchery In
onal attention to every
postal card for free 16catalog and price list
39-24 collect for rush
^.TS BROS FARMS
41-58

92 607 44
6.565 69
Cr. 3 896 49

47
00
5,7
00
00
90

$1,692,862 47

IB 'I \M1 RICAN INSURANCE CO.
1 I iherty St., New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
■ and Bonds,
42 419.451 82
4.123 250 69
n Office and Bank.
2 .801.193 30
Balances,
76 399 97
s Receivable.
125 907 00
• >! and Rents.
"’her Assets,
1 387.340 50

C. (hs Assets.

$50,933,543 28
' Items not ndtnitted. 752.663 97

Admitted,
LIABILITIES DEC
Unpaid Losses,
.■rned Premiums,
'-her Liabilities,
h Capital.
rplus over all Liabili-

$50 180 879
31. 1940
$1 675.824
13.674.295
1,487.638
2.150.000

31
03
51

21

00

23.193.121 56

.Lm/ZzA

fT-AM

fetal

rirplus.

Liabilities and

$50,180,879 31

ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
• Bills Receivable,
500 00
$902 330 68 Interest and Rents,
15 893 37
Stocks and Bonds.
$4,041,638 06 Stocks and Bonds
3.716 493 73 All other Assets,
8.129 34
Cash in Office and Bank.
753 142 56 Cash ln Office and Bank,
240.894 92
Agents' Balances.
582.437 93 Bills Receivable,
Gross
Assets.
$2,307,643
78
i
Interest
and
Rents.
1.641
17
Interest and Rents.
19.604 04
109 626 82 Deduct ltem> not admitted.
41.118 90
All other Assets,
22.737 59 I All other Assets,
$4 970 987 32
Admitted.
$2,266,524 88
Gross Assets.
Gross Assets.
$5,419,560 18
3.038 77
Deduct Items not admitted. 337 389 83 Deduct Items not admitted.
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1940
$4,957,898 55 Reserve for Claims & Claim
Admitted.
$5 082 170 35
Admitted.
Expenses.
$1,054,644 58
LIABILITIES
DEC
31.
1940
Unearned Premiums,
174.987 29
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
$26.953475 20
Admitted.
_______
$178 621___
00 All other Liabilities.
336.893 01
Net Unpaid Losses.
$600,523 68 Unearned Premiums.
Net Unpaid Lo-ses.
1.734.043 22 Cash Capital.
350,000 00
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
2.777 393 67 All other Liabilities.
Unearned Premiums,
439.761 04 | Surplus over all Liabilities,
350.000 00
$9 941.162 74 All other Liabilities.
Net LTnptld Losses.
282 737 47 Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00
6 447.920 53 Capital. Deporit.
Unearned Premiums.
500 000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.615.473 29
Total Liabilities and
1.634 041 43 Surplus over all Liabilities. 921.515 53
All other Liabilities.
Surplus.
$2 266.524 88
1.759.380 00
Cash Capital.
36-T-42
Total Liabilities and
Surplus oxer all Liabilities, 7.170 870 50
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$4,967,898 55
$5 032.170 35
Surplus.
39-T-4S
THE UNITED STATES BRANCH
Total Liabilities and
OF THE LONDON ASSURANCE
$26,953,375 20
Surplus.
99 John St., New York, N. Y.
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
THE EAGLE FIRE COMPANY
of Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
OF NEW YORK
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1940
GREAT AMERICAN INDEMNITY CO
Mortgage Loans.
$12,000 00
75 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.
6.754.690 86
$379,659 07 Stocks and Bonds,
Real Estate.
New York, N. Y.
1.23S.125 79
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
5 090.360 04 Cash ln Office and Bank,
Stocks and Bonds.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
632.783 30
1 048 704 25 Agents' Balances,
ln Office and Bank.
2.175.681 96 Cash
Stocks and Bonds.
$13,141,570 90 Stocks and Bonds.
12 823 02
398.201 75 Bills Receivable,
Agents' Balances.
261.570 81 Interest
Cash In Office and Bank.
3.716.400 07 Cash In _Office and Bank.
Interest and Rents.
28.733 94
14
376
62
and
Rents.
Agents'
Balances,
49.233
60
1
892
615
72
Agents Balances
1 098.183 43
5.165 68 All other Assets.
18.756 90 All other Assets.
55.369 00 Interest and Rents,
Interest and Rents.
48.791 64
814.019 65 All other Assets.
$9,824,342
34
All other Assets.
$6 936 467 41
Gross Assets,
Gross Assets.
547.210 06 Deduct Items not admitted . 129.327 55
Deduct
Items
not
admitted.
$2,574,034
91
Gross Assets.
Oross Assets.
$19,619,995 34
67.429 74
Deduct Items not admitted. 256.161 46 Deduct Items not admitted
Admitted.
$9,695 014 79
Admitted.
$6,389,257 35
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
$2.50S,605 17
$19,363,233 88
Admitted,
Admitted.
$111,671 00 Net Unpaid Losses.
$784 423 43
Net Unpaid Losses,
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1940
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
3.481 692 48
1.959.985 87 Unearned Premiums.
Unearned Premiums.
AU
other
Liabilities,
447.225 16
155.600
00
All
other
Liabilities.
$59,758 14
$7,326,181 00 Net Unpaid Losses.
Net Unpaid Losses,
500.000 00
1 000.000 00 Deposit Capital.
4.120 367 87 Unearned Premiums,
624 088 06 Cash Capital.
Unearned Premiums.

$1 159.295
1 110.600
11.334.833
10 544 488
2 864 702
134.037
55.841
957.251

04
22
61
00
15
53
97
76
All other Assets,
~
$28
161
050
28
Gro s Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted. 1.207,675 08

Real Estate.
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash In Office and Bank.
Agents Balances.
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.

968.857 00
Oil the basis of Dec. 31. 1940 mar- All other Liabilities.
1 000.000
00
Quotations for all bonds and Smpl^ver1'
Liabilities. 5.9
47 828 01
owned, this Company's total S
’iLV'h assets would be Increased to'
571.659 31 and surplus to $25,583.Total UabUitlee and >19,363433 88
.56.
Surplus,

All other Liabilities.
27.930 40 Surplus over all Liabilities, 3.162.000 48 Surplus over all Liabilities. 4.481 673 72
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Surplus over allLiabilities, 794.828 57
$9 695 014 79
$6,389 257 35
Surplus.
Surplus.
PANY
EDw.ARD W. BERRY St COMPANY
EDWARD W. BERRY Si COMPANY
Total Liabilities and
36-T-42
36-T-42
Surplus,
82,506,908 17

i
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MT»E SMOKE
OF QfMELS, POO.

***

"N, •' -

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

28% LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes tested —less than
any of them — according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself.

CAMEL

THE C/GARETTE

OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

Every-Other-Da^ t Every-Other-Di?

Page St*
also a patient at the Hospital, has
name choice of doctor. All permis
been taken to tlie home of her
sion slips should be placed with Miss
Rcbinson. Town Nurse, as soon as
father, Forest Magee, Harden Ave- I
A A A A
possible. Adults may contact Mrs.
zs zx zs z\
nue.
Spear, health officer, telephone 164,
SHIRLEY T. WTLLIAMB
Odd Fellows' District Meeting
cr M ss Rcbinson. Telephone 156-2,
Correspondent
A meeting cf the I O O F District
their intentions to be vaccinated.
ft ft ft ft
16 will be held here Tuesday night |
Or Dennison. Dr. Moss, Dr. HodgTel. 190
___________________
kins. Di. Biggers and Dr. Kellar will
with Mt. Battle Lodge as host. Wil
liam Murray Smith of Camden, dis
William Robinson, who has been do the vaccinating during off ce
trict deputy grand marshal is in
en$jloyed at A J Donaldjyni’s, j hours afteincon and evening, May
>•
5-10
inclusive.
j charge of the arrangements. A
American Express Agency, is now
1 supper prepared by the members
Mrs. Lawrence Squire and Mrs.
with the Central Maine Pcwer Com
' of Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
John Putman, both of Milton. Mass.,
pany, Rcckland.
be held at Megunticook Grange
At the meeting of the Women’s returned home Sunday afternoon
hall
at 6.30. The supper commit 'r»i
Mission Society at the Federated after spending the weekend with
tee: Lcura Fuller. Lillian Grey, Eve
Church Sunday night new officers Rep. and Mrs. William T. Smith.
lyn Stinson. Nema Smith, Bessie
were elected thus: President, Mrs.
The meeting of the D A.R. Gen
Bowers
and Jessie Beverage
Nina Leach; vice president, Mrs. eral Kncx Chapter, scheduled for
The
meeting
will be opened by
Ora Woodcock; secretary, Mrs. yesterday, has been postponed, and
officers
of
the
host lodge, with ,
Fannie Howard; treasurer, Mrs. a special meeting will be held next
George
H.
Heal,
noble grand preEdith Richards. The business meet Monday afternoon, the place to be
siding. Guest lodge officers will be
ing and worship service was con announced.
introduced, including John W.
ducted by Mrs. Leach and Rev. Mr.
Bark in 1896 one of the busiest industrial concerns in Rockland was
Thornton
of Lewiston, grand masA
reception
to
new
members,
fol

George,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
N.
Phillips,
South
Main
street.
Leach spoke on the topic “Danger
the
lime manufacturing concern of Perry Brothers, afterwards merged
lowed by a communion service, will ctie brated his third birthday anniversary Saturday when he entertained (er- Percy Wallace, Portland, dep
ous Opportunities.’’
a
group
of
youngsters
at
a
party.
Decorations
were
in
keeping
with
(
uty
grand
niaster;
William
B.
DunJ
*
nto
the “Syndicate. Above are shown some of t er i ns.
be held at the Federated Church
Mrs. Helen Hahn is employed at Auditorium Thursday at 8 o'clock Easter, and an Easter egg hunt was held, with Miss Jeanne Stewart win- I
marshal and-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --ning first prize. Front row. left to right: Frederick Wilbur. Billy Daggett. can of Lewiston. «land
four years later, he and his family Hayes, head; of the Home Service
Brackett's Drug Store.
;after the union service at the Bap- George Phillips the host, Charles Cross, Second row: Jeanne Stewart, Judge Ellory Bowden o
p
moved
to Kentucky.
! Department of the Central Maine
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook passed .’>c‘s'!t;St church. All members of the Jeannine Leach. Carolyn Snow, Mona Pettigrew, Toby Lee Messer. Third grand representative,
Power Co. for this district will
terday at Owl’s Head with Mr. and church and parish are invited.
Those surviving him are liis demonstrate. All food will be given
row; Dorinda Coughlin, Sylvia Doherty, Janet Stewart.
J The address of welcome will be
Mrs. Chester Philhrook
given by Herbert Gould, followed by widow, Mrs. Nellie Bean; one son away. Public cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Condon and
Following the supper and meet
of
Instructor
Edwin
reports of the year’s work to be Robert H Bean; one daughter, Miss
direction
41-42
ing of Mayflower Temple, Pythian family, formerly cf this town, and
presented
by
noble
grand
of
the
Myrtle
Bean
all
of
Ashland;
and
'at present residing in Fairhaven,)
Dodge.
Sisters Friday an amusing and en
Mass.,
were
weekend
visitors
in
1
Partly frozen tomato juice gives a
Frst and Second Grade students lodges of his district, including one sister, Mrs . Emma B Long,
tertaining program was presented.
i Knox Lodge, Rcckland; Star of Camden.
Burial
took
place
in
town.
•*
|
refreshing
cocktail for the open
receiving Seven-Point Pins are: Hcpe Lodge, Vinalhaven; Mt. BatThis included selections by the
Ashland.
ing
course
of luncheon or dinner.
NAOMA
MAYHEW
Miss
Elizabeth
Henry
went
Sun'
“kitchen band,’’ Mrs. Grace An
First Grade: Douglas Green, Rcxie tie Lodge, Camden and St. George
For a change add a few slices of
Correspondent
day
to
Bangor
to
enter
the
Eastern
drews conducting, a marshmallow
Whitehouse. Alton Murray. Mau Ledge, Tenant's Harbor. A Mem
A free cocking school series will pimiento stuffed olives to the juice
ft ft ft ft
contest, won by Mrs. Andrews and Maine General Hospital as student
rice Payson, Minnie Tranquillo, orial Service will be presented by be conducted at Camden Opera before freezing.
Tel. 71J
Mr. Andrews, a magazine guessing dietitian She was accompanied by
Annie Erskine, Llewellyn Nelson. members of Knox Lodge with Oliver House April 9. 16 and 23 at 2 o'clock
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Lineken
and
contest, won by Mrs. Katherine
j John Heald, Judith Harvey,, Marga- B Lovejoy of Rockland in charge. in the afterncon.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette
Miss Violet
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas and| ret 0^^ Second Orade: Mary
Crawford, and conducted by Mrs. Dwight Lineken. who returned
District
Deputy
Smith
will
conduct
daughter Margaret spent the week Kelleher. Philip Montgomery, Doris
Mertie Grover, and a comedy skit, home Sundaj' night.
a school of instruction and an in
The W.C.T.U. meets April 18 at end in Portland.
“Tlie Gossipers.” Mrs. Ada Chad
Mae Hopkins. Philip Sylvia. Frank spirational address will be given by
Miss Marion Spurling, kindergar Rankin, David Brown. Margaret Grand Lodge officers.
wick, Mrs. Blanche Wilson and Mrs. the home of Mrs. Eleanor Clark.
ten
teacher at Elm .street School Hansel, Evelyn Lunt, James McEtta Benner. The next meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Danville I. Doble of
will be April 18 at which time the Farmington were guests Sunday of has returned to her duties after Grath, Robert Kealing. Orman Robert L. Bean
being confined to her home for a Goodwin, Parker Laite, Robert
From Ashland, Ky., conies word
usual supper and program will be Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Crie.
This new finish penetrates deep
week.
Mrs.
Dorothy
W.
Dalzall,
of
the death, March 30 of Robert
omitted.
Witham. James Crockett, June Pet
Charles Fager went yesterday to
into the wood ... becomes part
substituted.
L.
Bean,
G8,
who
died
at
his
home
Miss Cora Robinson will enter Boston to enter the Pratt Diagnos
tapiece, James Bickford, Margaret
of
the wood itself . . . seals out
tain members of Crescent Temple, tic Hospital for observation and
after
an
illness
of
about
five
years.
Miss Althea Rokes is employed Erskine. Henry Lane, Glazia Galandirt
and moisture. Makes clean
PS. at her heme tomorrow night. treatment.
Mr.
Bean
was
born
Feb.
10,
1873
1
for the season at Boynton-McKay ti, Beatrice Josselyn, GTenden Ers
ing
easy. Gives your floors
Tlie Contract Club met Friday in
in Tenant's Harbor, son of Holly
Drug Co.
kine and Spencer Apollonio.
Miss
Sara
Badger,
R.
N.
has
gone
durable
beauty. For new and
Warren, guests of Mrs. William
Keystone Chapter RAM. will Marshall Bean and Emmaline
At the clcse of the meeting of the
to Falmcuth, Mass., for a year’s
carefully
sanded old
.
Robinson. There were two tables
Baptist Ladies’ Circle Wednesday work the Royal Arch degree Wed- Pottle and became associated with
service
at Camp Edwards.
wood
floors
only!
his father in the shipbuilding inand h'ghcst scores were held by
the Mission Circle invites the wom nesday night.
Grace
Chapter
is
observing
Guest
Mrs Arthur J. Elliot, and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Marjorie Anderson has been dustry. having built many vessels
en to join them at their Gift Box
G. Campbell. The meeting this Officers' Night tomorrow night. Opening. A program with Miss moved from the Waldo County Hos-' during the last World War. His
week will be at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. John Hanley returned yes Hazen Lane, Director of Rural Re pital, Belfast to the heme of Percy father built the first six masted
TEL. 17
743 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Fred J Over lock.
terday to North Easton, Mass., ligious Education in Kncx County Sawyer. Harden avenue where she. schooner in America.
Mrs. Lena Delano, who has been where she spent several months as guest speaker will be presented will recuperate. Patricia Magee,! The first dissolved in 1921 and
caring fcr Mrs. Richard E. Dunn with her daughter Mrs. John Carl and refreshments will be served.
for seven weeks, is now visiting ton Mason.
Thre will be no Philathea meeting
relatives at 6 Knox street, Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch this week, due to Holy Week.
land.
The Rebekah Sewing Circle met
and three children left this morn
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights ing for New York, called by the Monday night at the home of Mrs.
entertained Saturday night at a death of Mrs. Lynch’s father.
Mary Mitchell. The Lodge meets
Rook Party in observance of the
Wednesday night.
birthday of Weston Ycung. Mem Mrs. Nellie A. Dean
B. F. Mathews .Jr. is spending a
Nellie A. (Ludwig) Dean, widow few days in Portland and Boston.
bers of tlie Rook Club were the
The Fuller Wet Mop is
guests and prizes fell to Mrs. W. G. of Herbert ,.i. Dean, died April 3
Homer Hayward was weekend
made of highly absor
Maloney and Theodore Rowell for at her home in Boston. Funeral guest of Elisha Richards, Mr. Hay
bent cotton yarn. It takes
highest scores and to Mr. and Mrs. services were held in Boston Fri ward was the skiing instructor at
up water and dirt in
<* '
-* *A
howard Cole of Rockland for low day after which the remains were the Snow Bowl this Winter.
stantly without streaking,
A'
S
brought
to
Waldoboro
for
burial
in
est. Refreshments were served and
Fred Gilchrist is enjoying a va
Scientifically
and because of its design
.*•
tk
'
’
-V
included an attractively decorated tne family lot in the German Luth- cation from his duties at Boyntcnis easy to use and wring.
vXAvi
Designed
birtnday cake.
fAn Cemetery, where Rev. Oscar McKay’s Drug Store.
I '
This great mop takes the
•
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Monroe of Barnard officiated at the commit
The brock fishing is under way.
hard work out of floor
PRESIDENT
Approved
Camden were guests Sunday of Mr tal services.
Lloyd Thomas, Bob Monroe and
washing.
S
by
and Mrs. Ralph Crawford.
Mrs. Dean was the daughter of Joe Talbot went Saturday.
i
'>'’’» «. *•
An opportunity for iree vaccina the late Isaac C. and Bertha
leading
SPECIAL
Capt. and Mrs. Raymond Conley
fei
tion will be offered all residents of (Mank) Ludwig of Waldoboro, and have arrived heme from the South
NEW YEAR PRICE zI
Dentists.
Sales of The Fuller Brush Company for the year 1940
Thomaston from May 5-10. Chil a sister of the late George W. Lud where they spent the Winter. They
>«' 4 '*
“.... X .
dren must have written permission wig of Thcmaston.
are occupying “The Conley House’’
w/rw
were
$17,850,000
—
an
increase
of
$2,600,000
over
signed by parent or guardian and
She Ls survived by cne son, Le- at Lincolnville Beach.
HAHDLC
1939. And, as compared with the sales of 1933, the
Roy Crabtree, who has been em
ployed by the Town for some time,
increase is $13,050,000 — a consistent and substan
is working for Clarence Thomas.
tial growth.
The Fire Department was called
Monday
for
a
grass
fire
on
Pearl
in Pne^e/ience,
Straws show which way the wind blows and these
street.
large sales increases indicate public approval of the
Fred Cassens has entered Knox
Hospital for treatment.
long established Fuller policy. That policy is to supply
in P&t^vunanc*
At Community Hospital:
A
Fuller Products of the highest quality at the lowest
daughter was born Sunday to Mr.
"It’gG-EForMeF
HE famous Fuller Dental Plate
prices consistent with value and service.
and Mrs. Richard Howard of Eagle;
Brush is shaped to reach into the
Mrs. Carrie Newhall, who has been
grooves and curves of the plate ond
Our
nation-wide
system
of
distribution
through
the
Call
or
a medical patient lias returned
teeth. Made with stiff, long wearing
Phone today
home.
independent Fuller Dealer organization gives custom
bristles. Exceptional value for short
time only.
Mrs. Benjamin Wadsworth will
ers prompt, intelligent service by home town men who
be hestess Wednesday at 2 o'clock
are in business for themselves with no expensive over
to the Methodist Ladies Aid.
BUY NOW AND SAVE!
The Good Cheer Class will meet
head. Note the Special Fuller value described below.
HALF GALION
at the Parish House Tuesday n ght
NEW BEAUTY FOR YOUR HAIR
Take advantage of this money saving opportunity.
FULLUSTRE
to do Red Cross Work.
WITH THIS FUELER BRIS1LEC0MB
Tlie sixth lesson of the First Aid
$1.49 Half Gal,
Class will be given Wednesday night
Rubless Floor PoI»«h
at the Selectmen's Office under the
Dries bright with lustrous

MUCH LIME BURNED HERE

SPRIGHTLY THREE YEAR OLDS

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

N E W!...
Penetrating
Wood Finish For Your Floors

^l«UUC|t»

J. A. JAMESON CO.

LONG WEARING

EASY WRINGING

This business has
grauin because our
policy is to giue
the greatest ualue
for the lowest price

Famous Fuller
Dental Plate
Brush

Special
Value

T

Get a 6-foot
General Electric

’109

Cash

The unsurpassed performance record of G-E
refrigerators has made them the preferred
choice of millions of American homes.

ON EASY TERMS: $3.25 MONTHLY

S

CENT ral maine
POWk
WtftXOMPAMY

land E. Dean, and a brother Or
man F. Ludwig, both of New York,
a sister, Mrs. Laura Benner of Milton, Mass., several nieces, one of
whom is Mrs. William T. Smith of
this town, also several nephews and
cousins.
Mrs. Richard E. Dunn
Mrs. Ella (Watts) Dunn, wife of
Richard E Dunn, died Sunday aft
ernoon at her heme on Knox street.
She was the daughter of Albert Pand Saran (Linekin) Watts, and
was born at St. George, Nov. 2ft
1863. Oct. 14, 1886 she was married
to Mr. Dunn cf this town. She was
a charter member of General Knox
Chapter D A.R. and served as its
treasurer for about 35 years. She
was also a member of the Federated
Church Circle, the Knox Memorial
Association and the Fortnightly
Club.
Besides her husband she Is sur
vived by a sister. Mrs Charles
Clough, of San Francisco; two
nieces, Mrs. Lee W. Walker of this
town, and Mrs. Leroy Comly, Jr. of
Elkinspark. Penna; a nephew-,
George Dunn of Maplewood, N J*
and a cousin. Ward Oillehrest of
St George
Funeral services will be held frem
the home. 13 Knox street Wednes
day at 2 o’clock. Rev. H. F. Leach of
the Federated Cnurch officiating.
Burial will bo in the Thomaston
Cemetery.

herd surface U»«
types ol floor!.

oil

GLEN COVE
Miss Margaret Stearns has beeZ
guest of her grandmother, Mar s
Hall, this week.
Mrs. Carrie House has returned '
from Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. George Woodware
have had as visitors Mr. and Mrs!
Irwin Wass and son Wendell of New,
castle. N. H„ Mrs. Walter Whitnrl
and sons Paul and Dale of South!
Portland.
Mrs. William Clinton has returnc-l
home after several weeks' stay ;a|
Damariscotta.

Chapin Class will have
per tonight at 6 o'clock
I Universalist vestry, with M
SS Rhodes the chairman.

J

Subscribe to The Courler-Oarettf

Mrs. E. D Spear left Clt
to h
day.

I Fla .. Sunday enreute
and will stop a few
I Yoik.

Miss Madeline Hurd,

NOTICE OF LAND
■ been a patient at Knox
TO BE CONDEMNED BY TIIU
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS OE Till UT; ■ has returned to the hcyiu
parents, Mr. and Mrs.Harlai
OF ROCKLAND FOR AN AIRPORT
WHEREAS. the City Council , f thJ
City of Rockland at Its meeting helc!
Mrs. Lincoln E McRae
on the 7th day of April. 1941, on the,
petition of thirty (30) tax-paying cttitertain
the Rockland Oar,
zens, passed an order directing y,, j
Municipal Officers of the City of Rock, | at the annual meeting Ap
land to take the lands hereinafter de
2.30. Mrs. McRae will be
scribed for an airport, said order |a. i
-ofar as the direction to the Munlclp,
'
by Mrs Fi ed Linekin n
Officers relating to the same being *
follows:
■Ralph Bangs. State Junii
‘ That Whereas, the City of Rock,
land contains more than onr thou- - ■Glub will prepare the
sand (1000) inhabitants and the land* ■ Annual reports will be i
described In the aforesaid petition ».-e
needed by the City of Rockland Jo selection of officers wiirbe l
an airport or landing field and for
the expansion of an airport or land-1 ■ will be served by Mrs R
ing field already existing
And
Sand Miss Carrie Fields
Whereas, a public exigency exists
and the City of Rockland is not abl»
to agree with the owners of the lands ,
Visit Lucien K Oreen
on terms of acquiring the same
Now. therefore, the Municipal oifi
second floor, 16 School str
cers are directed and authorized tc
take said lands as described In the | Fellows Block, City, for Ipetition for an airport or landing field !
and for the expansion of an airport , Coats and Cloth Coats, at i
or landing field for public use. t0 S prices.
accordance with the provisions of Sec
tions 110, 111 and 112 of the Revised
Statutes of Maine 1930. and of Chap
ter 213 of the Public Laws of Maine j
1931. and Public Laws of 1940 Chap
ter 308. Section 3. as amended.
NOW. THEREFORE, notice Is hereto
given by the Municipal Officers of the
City of Rockland of their Intention
to take the lands hereinafter mi
forth for an airport or landing field
fcr public uses, situated in thp Town
of Owl’s Head, permission having been
given by the Municipal Officers of
—AT—
said Town.
Said Municipal Officers further give
notice that they will meet at the Owl'i
Head Town Hall, in said Town of Owl,
Head, on Tuesday, the 15th day ol
April. 1941, at ten o'clock in the
A new lot of Toddle CoJ
morning (Eastern Standard Tlmei. to 1
view the premises to be taken a- aforesmall boys, in Navy Blue,
said, to take the same and to estimate
with Brass Buttons, Copci
the damages to be paid to the owner
Camel arid Tweed.
or owners of each of the lands so!
taken and herein described
Sizes, 1 to 4 years. Pn<
Notice ls further hereby given tol
all persons Interested In the premise!]
either as owner or otherwise to ap
pear at the above mentioned time and !
place so that If they see cause, they J
may then and there be heard
Also—
The lands which the Municipal
Officers Intended to take, with tne i
names of the owners thereof so (ar
as the same are known, are described '
as follows, to wit:

n

I
1

TODDLE
COATS

THE BABY SH'

$2.98 to $5.9!

COATS FOR Gil

1 year to 7, in Navy Blue,
Red, and Aqua.

Lot I

Beginning on the town line dlvldinj i
the towns of Owl's Head and South j
Thomaston at Its Intersection with I
the southerly line of land of Ev»
Sleeper; thence N 87° 36' E by land of said Sleeper 1980 feet to land ol j
7 to 14 years. PriceWhalen; thence S 2° 24 E. by lane <
of said Whalen 330 feet to land ol
Marion I. Lindsey: thence S. 8" 36
W by land of said Lindsey 1890 fee:
to the said town line; thence N. 19*
W by said town line 332 feet to tto
place of beginning, containing 141
acres of land.
Being a portion of the premises con
veyed by Ralph Rowell to James Wil
liams by deed dated January 26 1929,
recorded In Knox County Registry ol
IJMEROCK ST., ROCKl
Deeds, Book 219, Page 548
The name or names of the owner
or owners of the above describ'-d io: j
so far as the same Is or arc known
is James W Stamp
Lot II
Beginning on the westerly side •! a
the Ash Point Road at the sout.ierlyB
line of land of David Mann. :: enceB
southeasterly by said Ash Point road
700 feet; thence S 33° W b'. <:berB
land of the heirs of Julia Smith 045■
feet to the northerly bide of the -■AH
leading from the Ash Polr.t R ii wB
land of Courtney Foster; thence ucst-B
erly by said road 360 feet to land cl
said Foster; thence N 14 W. by ian(.|
of- .said Foster 363 feet to an angle
In the line of land of said Foster
thence S. 87 25' W , still by land cl |
said Foster. 561 feet; thence N 2 24
W , still by land of -said Foster. 7M
feet to land of Livingston; thence N
87 25' E by land of said Livingston
II e invite you to
and land of David Mann 1140 lect to
the place of beginning, containinl
of Spring I,
25.3 acres of land. Being a portion
of the premises conveyed by Beulah
L. Allen to Grace DeOrsay et als by
Ensembles, Jucki t
deed dated July 8. 1939. recorded lr. ■
Knox County Registry of Deeds in j
also new mod
Book 254, Page 403.
The name or names of the owne:
II omens
or owners of the above described l<"|
so far as the same is or are knwon ]
sre Jennie C. Tibbetts. Mabel £
.III
Veazie and Grace DeOrsey.
Lot III
Beginning In the northerly line IJ
lgud ol Whalen at the south we-:
comer of land of said Willis; then1-' I
N 18 W by land of Courtney Feder
277 feet to the road way leading t 1
land of said Foster; thence N 60 35 J
E by said road way 321 feet to ah I
R(l(i,
angle In said road way; thence eas'fr-l
ly. still by said road way 320 feet, 1
thence S 32
W. by other land o. I
said Willis 498 feet to the line of land ■ £
of said Whalen; thence 8 85 30 «
by the line of land of said Whalen
290 feet to tly place of beginning
containing 39 acres of land
Being a part of the premise con
veyed by James Malloney to tn»D
Willis “by deed dated March 20 1916
and recorded In the Knox Conn:
Registry of Deeds, Book 172. Tas’
432.
The name or names of the ownrl
or owners of the above described lf-|
so tar as the same ls or arc kn wn
ls Charles H. Willis.
Lot IV
Beginning in the easterly line »! I
the Witham lot at the north west cor-|
ner of land of Charles Curtis; thenctj
N 2° 24 W by land of said Wltham ■
Ethan Rowell and Marlon I. Llnd-t
740 feet to land of Whalen; thendl
easterly by said land of Whalen lw> 9
feet; thence S 16 E. by other land |
of said Meklin 667 feet to land c- 9
Theresa Hanlon; thence westerly &'■
land of said Hanlon and land <>■ I
Curtis 1680 feet to the place of br-1
ginning, containing 25 7 acres of land
Being a portion of the premia*" T
conveyed by William H Milner
Gosta Meklin by deed dated March 2« |
1931. recorded In Knox County Re? 1
Istry of Deeds. Book 229. Page 11
j
The name or names of the owdc: 1
or owners of the above described
so far as the same ls or are kn *" |
ls Gosta Meklin.
Dm ROMO
Lot V
Beginning in the southerly line d
land of Gosta Meklin at the nortn I
ea?,t corner cf land of Charles cvr
tis; thence easterly by land of
f
Meklin 800 feet to other land of -»•“
Hanlon; thence S 16° E. by said oth«
land of Hanlon 768.6 feet to land
Wiley, thence S 80" 30' W by lane
of laid Wiley 77i feet to land of Cur
tis; thence north westerly by l«ns
of said Curtis 770 feet to the pla<!
of beginning, containing 13 8 acres °land.
Being a portion of the prcml-''**

New Freckle Drel

$1.98
CROCKETT’!
BABY SHOI

H

I

I

J
I

I

FULLER

BRUSH

BATHROOM SET
- - AT A
BARGAIN PRICE

GET THIS REGUIRR
12az. CRI1 OF FULLER
FURMTURE POLISH

Used and
recommended
by hairdress
ing experts

I

Brings new life and beauty to the hail
and does not disturb the wave.
Sold only by the Fuller Bru.h Lealor —
ask for a demonstration today.

with your purchase of a

FULLER DRY MOP
A Special Value. Finest Dry
Mop we ever made; chem-

f II I L E R’S

yarns. Picks up all dust and
iint in half the usual time.

'.pt I

NEW

fc

RUG A FLOOR
BRUS H
Sold only by your Fuller
^Brush Dealer. Phone or
write address below.
A

BUY
NOW
The com.
plete set for
bathroom clean-u
linessl BOWL BRUSH
• ... for a clean, sanitary
toilet bowl. BATHROOM MOP... tor
quick mopping about the floor. BATH
TUB BRUSH ... for easy cleaning after
B«th» and ihgweri.
"___

$1.59

BOTH

WITH HANDLE

IY NOW AND SAVE MONEY

F. L CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
37

LOWEST IN
MICE AGAINST
AUCOMPAftlSON

1

J

I
I

Conveyed by Charles Hanly to Mar;

K Hanly by deed dated September ’
1869 and recorded in the Knox Count;
Registry of Deeds, Book 24. Page 5 „
The name or names of the o»»f;
or owners of the above described
so far as the same Is or are known
ls Theresa Hanlon
EDWARD R VEAZIE. Mayoi
LOUIS R CATES.
JOHN BERNET
FRANCIS D ORNE
RAYMOND C. PERRY.
WILLIAM J SULLIVAN.
MARCELLUS M CONDON.
C.. MAYNARD HAVENER
,i
Municipal Officers nf the CUV
I
Rockland,

Dm gMatotl value ia SO ya«< >

B
310 MAIN STREE

Every-Other-Dav

I

Every-Other-Day

glen cove

Elected Officers

Ml-, Margaret Stearns has been
sue t of her grandmother, Mary
Hall, this week.
Mrs. Carrie House has returned
from Knox Hospital.
Mr and Mrs. George Woodward
have had as visitors Mr. and Mrs.
Ir vin Wass and son Wendell of New.
castle. N H.. Mrs. Walter Whitney
and sons Paul and Dale of South
Portland.
Mrs. William Clinton has returned
home after several weeks’ stay jn
Damariscotta.
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HAPPINESS IN THIS GROUP

This And That

Gladys Thomas Will Head
Hard of Hearing Society

WATCHING FOR THE BIRDIE

the Coming Year

Mrs Gladys Thomas entertained
Chapin Class will have a sup
Mrs. Ella Hare is recovering from
the
Rockland Society for the Hard
per tonight at 6 o’clock, in the a surgical operation at Knox Hos
of
Hearing
at the monthly busi
Universalist vestry, with Miss Lucy pital.
ness
meeting
Thursday.
Mrs.
Rhodes the chairman.
Mary
Veazie,
nominating
committee
Miss Emma Hatch has returned
By K. 8. P.
Mrs. E. D Spear left Clearwater, to Ailston, Mass., after spending chairman, presented a slate of
names
for
officers
for
1941-42.
The
Fla. Sunday enreute to her home, ihree weeks as guest of Miss Mil
and will stop a few days in New dred Waldron, South Main street. following were elected: President.
Down in Philadelphia they have
Gladys Thomas; vice pre-idents.
York.
decided that Liberty Bell is to keep
Subscribe to The Courlor-Oacetta
Miss Lucy Rhodes was hostess to Helen Carr and Blanche Witham;
its crack, and officials have de
Miss Madeline Hurd, who has the last meeting cf Charity Club. i recording secretary, Maude Marsh;
clined the recent .proposal to re
NOTICE Of LAND
been a patient at Knox Hospital. The club will meet Thursday with corresponding secretary, Nancy
store this bell by means of a new
TO BE CONDEMNED BY THE
Brown, treasurer, Bessie Hewett.
Mrs.
Annabelle
Berry.
Jias
returned
to
the
heyne
of
her
process.
Ml N'KTPAI. OFFICERS OF THE t|Ty
Announcement was made of the
• • • •
parents, Mr. and Mrs.Harland Hurd.
Ol KOCKLAND FOR AN AIRPORT
Zone
Conference
in
WHEREAS, the City Council of the
Baraca Class meets Wednesday Eastern
A new thought in "A Wild
Clt\ I Rockland at its meeting held
Mrs. Lincoln E. McRae will en night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rochester, N. Y., June 5, 6, 7.
1, Hie 7th day of April. 1941. on the
Flower
Festival" that Trout Lake,
Marilyn
Spear
entertained
on
her
11th
birthday
at
the
home
of
her
HPtlUon of thirty (301 tax-paying cltltertain the Rockland Garden Club Ralph U. Clark, Broadway. Mem Headquarters will be at Hotel parents, Mr and Mrs. Erwin Spear, Rankin street, Saturday afternoon. M chigan. is staging and may
i;
passed an order directing the
Seneca. Rochester is called the Games were enjoyed, and refreshments were served by Mrs. Spear. Front
Municipal Officers of the City of Rocknt the annual meeting April 22 at bers will take Baraca calendars.
prove a popular idea for other
.and to take the lands hereinafter de“Flower City,’’ and June is an ideal row: Arlebeth Miller. Phyllis Shute, Greta Nelson, Marilyn Spear the
230 Mrs. McRae will be assisted
■>lbc:l lor an airport, said order InStates. Sounds poetic and lovely.
,lar a the direction to the Municipal
Mrs Philip Howard has returned I month to view the largest lilac hostess, Betty Crozier, Ruth Bowley. Patricia Whitehill. Back row: Joan This Festival to begin May 29
by Mrs. Fied Linekin and Mrs.
Olli' <;n relating to the same being u
Ralph Bangs. State Junior Nature frem Portland where she visited gardens in the United States in Proctor. Carolvn Howard, Anna Bullard, Earlene Perry, Carol Wolcott, through June 1 w’hich gives time
follows:
Diane Cameron.
That Whereas, the City of Rock,
Club will prepare the program. Mr. and Mrs. Edmund P. Walker. Highland Park.
land (obtains more than one thouto tour that vicinity by nature
Miss Eliza C. Hannegan, Eastern
un i 10001 inhabitants and the lands
Annual
reports
will
be
read
and
lovers
and naturalists who are al
, iibxi In the aforesaid petition are
Mrs. Fred Vinal entertained
THE. Club was entertained last
Miss Eleanor. Hall is home from Zone vice president, is chairman
election of officers will~bc held. Tea
ip i" i bv the City of Rockland for
ways
searching
for new and old
night at the home of Mrs. Albert Monday Niters at the home of
,n airport or landing field and tot
will be served by Mrs. Roy Estes St. Joseph's Academy Portland, of the conference and Mrs. Rich
ipaoalon trf an airport or landblossoms
and
plants.
They hope
for the Easter vacation.
ard Gill is program chairman. Act Havener, for bridge and luncheon. Mrs. John Mills last night, with
ii
held already existing. And.
and Miss Carrie Fields.
Whereas, a public exigency exists
ing in an advisory capacity is the Mrs. Louis Cook received the prizes for high score going to Mrs. to make this an annual celebra
and the City of Rockland Is not able
Mrs. Hester Chase entertained Eastern Zone Executive Committee award for high score and the O. B. Brown. Mrs. William Hocp- tion. a fine thought for the local
i . „ ice with the owners of the lands
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
n terms of acquiring the same
Lady
Knox Chapter, D AR . yester ; which includes Mrs. Freeman travel prize, and Mi’s. Ralph Trim, er, Mrs. Clarence Knowlton and Garden Club. Possibly it's mem-,
N * therefore, the Municipal Off)- I second floor, 16 School street, Odd
, .
arc directed and authorized to
day
at
her home on Talbot avenue, Brown, Miss Lucy Brownell, Dr. a substitute, received consolation. M s. Austin Huntley, congelation bers would take in each year tlie
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
• kc
ltd lands as described in the
flowers found,
to Mrs. Raymond1 Small and story of all
petition for an airport or landing field
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate with 24 members present. Inter 1 Edmund Prince Fowler, Miss Mary
and for the expansion of an airport
their
location
and
habits,
through
traveling
prize
to
Mrs.
Knowlton.
Mission Circle will meet Wednes
nr landing field for public uses in
prices.
9-tf esting reports were given by the Hearty. Dr. Clara Kraus. Mrs. Rob
the
Spring
and
Summer
season,
a . ..i.lance with the provisions of Seccommittee chairmen and by the ert Starr and Mrs. Arthur Ycung. day night at 7.30 in the First Bap Next week the club will meet With
tiuic no. ill and 112 of the Revised
they
might
be
able
to
find
new
delegates to the State convention
•al Ic, of Maine 1930. and of Chap
Tlie slogan of the conference is tist Cliurch parlors, and the semi Mrs. Cecil Murphy.
• -i 21.: of the Public Laws of Maine
flewers
.
A
fine
botanist
told
me
last month in Bangor. The nomi “Participation.’’ One of the impor annual gift box opening will be held
1 11 md Public Laws of 1940. Chap.
she
had
found
numbers
since
her
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Senter re
,i
Section 3 as amended "
nating committee, Mrs. Chase. Miss tant parts of the business session Moving pictures of the work in the
NOW THEREFORE, notice Is hereby
Ellen Cochran, and Mrs. Katherine will touch on the participation of Mission fields will be shown, and all turned Sunday night from a motor school days when she searched for
•:i bv the Municipal Officers of the
it. "f Rockland of their Intention
trip through Southern states and and found, she thought all that
Haines, will present the new slate the hard of hearing in the National those interested are invited.
t , tuke the lands hereinafter set
grew about Rockland.
Florida.
■ nth for an airport or landing field
of officers at the annual meeting Defense Program. Other subjects to
1 : public uses, situated In the Town
• • • *
in
May.
Refreshments
were
served
I Owl s Head, permission having been
be discussed will be related to sci
Mrs. Eleanor Grover has re
cH by the Municipal Officers of
“Daddy," sa)d little John, “why
during the social hour, the hostess entific. educational and rehabilita turned to her duties in the Mayor’s
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bird have
—AT—
-aid Town
being assisted by Mrs. Amy Nutt, tive problems of the hard of hear office after two weeks illness, dur returned from a Winter's sojourn does that cow s tank have to have
said Municipal Officers further give
. flee that they will meet at the Owl»
’
Mrs. Bernice Cushman .Miss Hazel ing.
id Town Hall ln said Town of Owls
ing which she was confined to Knox in Florida, and are at their farm so many faucets?
• • • •
J|. id. on Tuesday, the 15th day of
Parker. Mrs. Clara Watts and Mrs.
at
Crawford
Lake.
They
were
ac

Mrs. Thomas conducted the lesson Hospital.
April. 1941. at ten o'clock ln the
A new lot of Toddle Coats for Wilhelmlna Fogg.
Everyone knows the orange topaz
companied on the homeward trip
i: nning (Eastern Standard Time), to
which
was followed by a paper on
■w the premises to be taken as afore.
small boys. In Navy Blue, Navy
and
many know the pink ones but
by
Mrs.
H.
J.
Weisman.
.1 to take the same and to estimate
“Tea." Refreshments were served
President Margaret Rackliff pre
with Brass Buttons, Copen Blue,
This is the time of year to go
.c damages to be paid to the owner
very
few realize that there are
by the hostess and a social hour sided Thursday night at the regu
Camel and Tweed.
owners of each of the lands so
shopping!
Do
we
all
realize
window
green
topaz and they are lovely
A Chamber of Commerce Aux
iken and herein described
enjoyed. The next meeting, April lar meeting of the Libby Relief
Sizes, 1 to 4 years. Prices—
Notice is further hereby given to
how much time and thought our
with
a
cast of yellow in the green.
10, will be held in the vestry of the Corps. The program consisted of iliary tea will be held Thursday
ho persons Interested In the premiaei
• • « •
merchants spend on this art? And
cpocr as owner or otherwise to apBaptist Church.
readings by Mrs. Lizzie French, afternoon, at the home of Mrs. H.
ir nt the above mentioned time and
when
we
study
our
Main
street,
When is a gallon not a gallon?
c ,• , ) that If they see cause, they
Mrs. Millie Thcmas, Mrs. Austin P. Blodgett, from 3 to 5 o’clock
,,n then and there be heard.
we must admit it’s a vital art that
According
to the United States, the
The
committee
includes
Mrs.
E.
Also—
Ihe lands which the Municipal
Mr. and Mrs. George Heal and Smith, Mrs. Catherine Libby, Mrs.
can hold the public eye for lovely
Olin, ers intended to take, with tne
British
gallon
is a gallon and 'a
L.
Brown.
Mrs.
A.
J.
Murray.
Mrs.
names of the owners thereof so far
detail that is found in the different Wallace Heal of Camden and Miss Mae Cress. Mrs. Inez Packard and John M. Pomeroy, Mrs. Edward pint.
i the same are known, are described
aa follows, to wit:
windows up and down the main Virginia Willis were guests Satur Mrs. Maud Cables. Tlie supper Chisholm, Mrs. Earle Gowell. Mrs.
t • * *
1 year to 7. In Navy Blue, Rose,
day of Mr. and Mrs. Earle Mitchell Thursday night will be under the
Lot I
thoroughfare
of
our
city.
There
is
Do you suppose that feud of
Red, and Aqua.
direction of Mrs. Mae Cross. xA William Ellingwood. Mrs. Ray
B ginning on the town line dividing I
no doubt that Easter is upon us, May in Waterville.
long
standing that ex sts between
Baton,
Mrs.
I.
Lawtcn
Bray
and
towna of Owl s Head and South
rehearsal will follow the supper.
at Its intersection with
baskets and Easter bunnies, lovely
the
page
boys of the Senate and
Mrs.
Murray
T.
Whalen.
All
new

Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss and Mrs.
;he outherly line of land of Eva
confections for mind and body, for Frances Taber have returned from
per; thence N. 87 1 36' E. by land I
House
is
a bit of shell off from
comers
are
invited,
as
well
as
the
Tlie postponed March meeting of
ol said Sleeper 1980 feet to land of
7
to
14
years.
Price
—
feet
and
eats,
for
head
and
hand,
some
old
Southern feud in fam
wives
of
members
of
the
Chamber
Whalen; thence S 2 24' E. by land
a Winters stay in Fort Myers and the Garden Club will be held April
fcr warmth and cool days, for Bcynton. Fla.
<: ild Whalen 330 feet to land of
15 at 7.30 with Mr. and Mrs. Hans Of Commerce, who automatically ilies?
Marlon I Lindsey; thence S. 87 36'
cooking and food for body and for
• • * *
W by land of said Lindsey 1890 feet
Heistad
at Rockport. “Something Ueccme members of the auxiliary.
t j the said Awn line; thence N. 19° I
thought,
for
light
and
heat
and
a
’
l
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Levenseler
It takes nine .peunds of cocoons
W by said town line 332 feet to the I
human comforts. For eyes and for entertained Saturday night at New in the Garden” will be dis
place of beginning, containing 146 j
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd.
Lawrence
to
provide for one pound of silk.
cussed
by
Mr.
Heistad
and
other
acres ol land.
ears, lovely flowers and everything bridge and late luncheon. Guests
» • * *
Being a portion of the premises con-]
have returned from Springfield,
members
of
the
club
to
stimulate
veied by Ralph Rowell to James Wil
that heart desires. Now let us all present were Mr. and Mi’s. Arthur
Much care should be taken in
liams by deed dated January 26 1929.
new ideas for the coming season. Mass., whre they were guests of
•• orded ln Knox County Registry ofl
LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND be thankful for such excellent stores W. Bowley. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Mrs. Leah Fuller, club president, Mr. ar.d Mrs. William Rhodes.
planting
shrubs, and especially
Deeds. Book 219, Page 548.
and merchandise, and trade at home. Teel. Mr. and Mrs. Edward) Baxter,
The name or names of the owner I
when
they
are be ng placed near
will display her tropical plant col
or owner, of the above described loti
Harcld Joyce. Myrtle street and the house.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hallowell and lection from the South.
Accent should be
> far as the same is or are known. I
For
is Jttmcs W Stamp.
Mr. andi M b. Donald Farrand. transportation call Mrs. Fred Line- John Phcenix of Los Angeles, studied well and bushy groups can
Lot II
Calif., have returned' to Soccny be used to advantage where faults
Prizes were awarded to Mrs. Bow kin at 291-W.
Beginning on the westerly side ofl
Vacum Off-Shore Fleet after a 10- are shown in ugly constiuction.
ley. Mr. Hallowell, Mr. Baxter and
tl • A-li Point Road at the southerly
line of land of David Mann; trenejl
day
vacation here, sailing aboard But avoid long branch growing
Mrs.
Hallowell.
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich
• mthe.isterly by said Ah Potnt PosdH
700 feet, thence B 12 W. bv other 1“
flew to Miami frem Nassau where S. S. Astral for Gulf Pcrts and shrubs for these lock like stringy
hind of the heirs of Julia Smith 509 5
Tlie home of Mr. and Mrs. they had spent the month of March Aruba, W. W. I.
hair. Hedges are lovely when
feet to the northerly side of the read
Charles
Manchester was the scene with Mrs. A. Wentworth Erickson,
lt-adlhv from the Ash Point R ai to
used in proper places but sad
A
land of Courtney Foster; thence west-1
Jchn Huke, a student at Lafay when not. A little study helps.
of a very happy “Sweet Sixteen ’ and are now at their plantation in
h bv -aid road 360 feet to land of
ild E>-ter; thence N 14" W. by land
birthday party last Saturday night Umbria, South Carolina, returning ette College in Easton. Pa., is
Everyone nowadays tries to talk
i
c 363 feet to an angie I
In tne line of land of said Foster.!
when Mrs. Manchester’s daughter, to their Boston home Easter Sab spending the Easter vacation with in b llions it would seem. New
thenre S 87 25 W . still by land of
M ss Leona Wellman, entertained bath. Soon they will be making his grandmother. Mrs. Alberta Rose York City comes out with a report
,1(1 hosier 561 feet; thence N. 2° 24
W. -till by land of said Foster. 760
the following at a dinner party: plans for Maine and “The Crags" at in Boston.
that they consume water there
fe, : to land of Livingston: thence N.
87 25 E by land of said Livingston
Mary
Wotton, Dorothy Havener, Tenant’s Harbor for the Summer
II
e
invite
you
to
see
our
new
and
interestin
</
selections
every
day up to the billion gallon
and land of David Mann 1140 feet to I
Sergeant Richard Anderson was
Harriette Clark, Edith Clark, Violet season, where a most cordial wel
the place of beginning, containing I
mark.
of Spring Dresses . . . which include
home from Fort McKinley to
25 3 acres of land
Being a portion
Gerrish, Dorothy Goodnow. Evelyn come always awaits them.
• • • •
[ the premises conveyed by Beulatf
spend the weekend with his par
Ensembles, Jacket Dresses, and Sport Dresses . . .
I. Allen to Grace DeOrsay et als Ml
Clark. A color scheme of yellow,
Beaton has bans on noises and
dee! dated July 8 1939. recorded In
blue and white was carried cut,
Mr. and Mrs. Dor.ald. Davey ents, Mr and Mrs Raymond An a $10 fine for violations. This
Kn,,\ County Registry of Deeds in
also new models in dinner and evening types
254 Page 403
and the unusual centerpiece of (Laura Sylvester) were pleasantly derson.
line or names of the ownc-I
covers the radio that i9 allowed
II
’
omens,
Misses
and
Junior
Sizes
or <
I the above described lot ■
pussy willows and chickens which surprised by friends at a miscel
to disturb the quiet comfort or re
urn la or are knwon. I”
Mrs.
James
Cousins
entertained
brought many “ohs!” and ahs!’’ laneous shower given in their honor
All are moderately priced
Jennie C Tibbetts. Mabel BI
Thursday night at a surprise pose of any neighbor within 50 feet.
Veazie and Grace DcOrsey.
was made by the hostess’ sister, Thursday night at the home cf Mr.
Another noise ban is cn dcg6 be
Lot III
Miss Mary Wellman. Honor guest and Mrs. Carroll Merrill, Cedar b rthday party honoring Mrs. Ber ing allowed cut to make excessive
Beginning In the northerly line ofl
foi- the evening was Miss (Leona’s street. Many useful gifts were re nard Nelson and Mrs. Wendell barking that disturbs. This fine
is id of Whalen at the south west I
Emer;. The d ning room was at
ner , f land of -aid Willis; thenc*
great-grandfather. Elden S. Sim ceived by the newly married couple,
N 18 W by land of Courtney Foster
of $10 also covers blowing horns
the road way leadln
mons, who will be 87 years “young’’ and refreshments were served, two tractively decorated in Easter on motionless motor vehicles or
16 School Street
•: rl f ud Foster, thence N 60 M
cclors, and lunchecn was served.
May 22. Mrs. Manchester was as wedding cakes being used as the
E >v ild road way 521 feet to
KOCKLAND MAINE
Dancing and bowling were the di to make any other unreasonable
. ngle m aid road way; thence caster-1
sisted by her mother, Mrs. Cora L. centerpieces. Guests present were
■till by said road way 320 frM.
noises. This becomes a law in the
thenre 8 32
W by other land of
Mrs. Eleanor Achorn, Mrs. Fannie versions. Guests invited were Mr.
Haraden,
effort, as Mayor Tobin said, to hu
-Hl 1 Willis 498 feet to the line of Ian?
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Gath.
Mr.
and
Pinkham, Mrs. Florence Pinkham,
f said Whalen thence 8. 85 30' ».
manize the public into thought for
Mrs.
Woodi
’
c
u
’
.
y
Lermond,
Mr.
and
”y tiie line of land of said Whalen I
Mrs. Harold Philbrook, Miss Mary
290 feet to tty place of beginning. I
others, and what an excellent law
Mrs.
Paul
Plourde.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richards, Mrs. Harold Snowman,
containing 3 9 acres of land
• a part of the premises con-1
Mrs.
George Shute, Miss Dorothy Charles Ronco, Mr. and Mrs. Ed for every town, city and hamlet
h.cs Malloney to fcjr'Jl
V. ;is hv deed dated March 20. 1»JJ
Shute, Mrs. Eleanor Holmes, Mrs. ward Moffitt, Mr. and Mrs Nelson to copy.
• • ♦ *
l rc orded ln the Knox Count)
Anna Lantz and daughter Sally Glidden, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Nel
Registry of Deeds, Book 172. Pas'
Teacher: "Bobby, don t you kno#
432
I
Irene, Mrs. Alva Mears, the Misses son. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Smith
ihe name or names of the ownrt
ycu
must not laugh cut loud in
• wners of the above described 101 ]
Blanche, Betty and Roberta Syl of Camden, M ss Mary Paladino,
far as the same ls or are known.
vester. Mrs . Winifred Sylvester, Wendell Emeiy, Arnold Nelsen, school? ’
U Charles H. Willis.
Bobby: “I didn’t mean to. It
Mrs. Beatrice Beal and Mrs. Gert Cliff Pease, Bernard Nelson and
Lot IV
Beginning ln the easterly line of
was
just a smile when it started |
George
St.
Clair.
rude Sylvester.
’lie Witham lot at the north west corand then it went and busted. ’
!
: .and of Charles Curtis: thenc*
• • • •
24 W by land of said WlthaWf ' i u. Rowell and Marlon I. LlndsW
ThaKAZA
Workmen in Philadelphia are
to fe it to land of Whalen; then®*
uteri., by -aid land of Whalen 15*
starting
a W.P.A, lestoration proj
feet, thence S 16 E bv other l»n“
/z
f aid Meklln 667 feet to land o<
I
ect
on
Old1 Independence Hall, i
0/
I here a Hanlon, thence westerly
BRING OUT THAT HIDDEN
md of -aid Hanlon and land ®
the nation’s birthplace where the
Curtis 1680 feet to the place of
Declaration of Independence was
BEAUTY WITH A GILBERT
inning containing 25 7 acres of
B ing a portion of the premise’
signed.
The project w 11 cost
conveyed by William H Mtlner ”
»ta Meklln by deed dated March
$42,509.

TODDLE
COATS

THE BABY SHOP

$2.98 to $5.98

COATS FOR GIRLS

New Freckle Dresses
$1.98
CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

Burdell’s

A jolly party of real young folks was held Friday afternoon in honor of
the third birthday of Freddy Wilbur, son of Mr. and Mrs. llarry Wilbur
of Summer street. Left to right: Joan Philbrook. John Bird, George Phil
lips, Freddy Wilbur the host, Jo Ann White.
GOULD-WARE
Wearing her mother s beautiful
wedding gown cf cream color satin
and rose point lace, and her heir
loom veil cf the rose point, Miss
El.zabeth Lowell Ware, daughter
of Mrs. Charles E Ware. Jr., of
Brimmer street, was married Sat
urday to Albert Palmer Gculd, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Aibert Trowbridge
Gculd of Marblehead.
Pale violet and cream color
stock decorated King's Chapel for
the 3 o’clock ceremony, at which
Rev. Palfrey Perkins officiated,
and Charles E. Ware, Jr., gave his
sister in marriage.
Miss Alice Ware was her s ster’s
maid of honor, her moyen age
gewn fiesta purple marquisette, her
flowers a round bouquet of purple
and yellow pansises.
The bridesmaids, two in daffodil
yellow marquisette and two in pale
violet, also carried panscis in
shades to match their dresses, and
they all wore little wreaths of
pansies and velvet ribbons in their
hair. They were Miss Elizabeth
Allen, Miss Peggy Capper and Miss
Betsy Tower of Brookline, and
Miss Barbara Coe of Cambridge.
Mrs. Ware chose a wisteria color
gown and a black hat trimmed to
match. Mrs. Gculd was gowned in
sheer gray appliqued with a fine
design.
George Dutton. Jr., cf West
Hartford served as best man for
Mr. Gould, and the ushers, headed
by Gibbs W Sherrill, Mr. Goulds
brother-in-law, were
Lawrence
Dana, Maurice Walcott cf Cam
bridge, and Samuel Davis of
Waban
Mr and Mrs. Gculd left for the
South, where they plan to live.
The bride is a graduate of the
May School. Daughter of the late
Charles Eliot Ware, Jr., she was
presented during the 1935- 36
season. Mr. Gculd studied at the
Belmont Hill School. He gradu
ated in 1937 from Bowdoin College,
where he was a member of Psi
Upsilcn fraternity.—Boston Cunday
Globe.

Lucien Green, Jr., of Fort
Devens spent the weekend witli
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lucien
K Green. Sr., before going to Max
well Field, Ala., where he will join
the Army Aviation Corps. Merton
Haskell of Fort Devens also spent
the weekend at Iris heme on South
Main street.

KELLIHER-SMITH
Miss Frances Smith, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Heath, and An
drew Kelliher were married Satur
day night at the Baptist parsonage,
Rev J. Charles MacDonald officiat
ing. Mr Kelliher is at present sta
tioned at Fort Williams in Port
land, and Mrs. Kelliher will make
her home witli her mother, at 7
Trinity street.

ADDED SHORT SUBJECTS
"GREECE FIGHTS BACK"
"UNUSUAL OUCITATION.S"

Miss Mabel Spring returned Sat•d»y from a visit in Boston and

Mr. and Mrs. H W Thornd ke.
who lrave been spending the Win
ter in St. Petersburg. Fla., have
gone to Sanibel, Fort Myers, and
will visit Charles L. Wilson in
West Palm Beach for a week, pre
vious to returning to Maine.
Miss Norma Philbrick is a pa
tient in Knox Hospital, where she
unde went an operation for ap
pendicitis yesterday.

-FOR WOMENONLY/
If fidgety nerves, restless nights and
other distress caused by functional
monthly disturbances keep you from
having run at such times—take Lydia
E. Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound—
famous for over 60 years ln relieving
weak, nervous feelings of women's
• difficult days.” WORTH TRYING!

Wednesday-Thursday

YOU CAN’T BEAT
THE F.B.I.!
The screen’s most
thrilling man-hunt!

TODAY
BRIAN A/IEKN’E in
"MAN WHO LOST HIMSELF”

V\ eek Days,

Sundays,

Phone OM
2.00. 6.30, 8.30
3.00. 6.30, 8.30

loaay
Wednesday-Thursday

FOREASTER

1931. recorded In Knox County
-try of Deeds Book 229. Page li
rhe name or names of the oWO**
r owners cf the above described
far a- the -ame Is or are known,
is Gosta Meklln.

Lot V
Beginning tn the southerly line «
land of Gosta Meklln at the nor’01
e,.
curner < f land of Charles
tl.«. thence easterly by land of s,“}
Meklln 800 feet to other land of »•'
Hanlon, thence S 16 E by said otnn
me of Hanlon 768 6 feet to land
i
f
thence S 80 30 W by l»no
, tald Wiley 778 feet to land of Curt.s, thence north westerly by »»“;
irtU 770 feet to the P‘»S
f beginning containing 13 8 acres
j
land
,
Being a portion of the premi»£
c nveyed by Charles Hanly to
K Hanly by deed dated September
1 ■ ,9 and recorded In the Knox Count.
Registry of Deeds. Book 24. Page 5 .
I • name or names of the o»n„i
or wners of the above described 1° I
to far as the same ls or are kn0*"
is Theresa Hanlon
EDWARD R VEAZIE. Mayor,
LOUIS R CATES.
JOHN BERNET
FRANCIS D ORNE,
RAYMOND C PERRY.
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN.
MARCELLUS M CONDON.
C MAYNARD HAVENER.
Municipal Officers ,,f ihe CUV

Rockland

PERMANENT

i
I

NATURALISTIC OIL WAVE
b*

Rocco

FOR SMART SUMMER SPECTATORS IN

RED CROSS SHOES

;UK

Tba STItOUM

They’re bright . . . gay . . . light-hearted
And so are you . . . when you step out
in these fresh, crisp, go-places-do-things
Red Cross Shoes. You'll like their custom
look__ their perfect fit... their airy
coolness . . . and their amazing price.
Just $6.50. Imagine.

$7 Deluxe Oi, Permanent

Mr. and Mrs E J. Hellier spent
Sunday as guests cf Mr. and Mrs
Charles West in Hallowell. Mr.
and Mrs John Creighton and
daughter Clare of Ashburnham,
Mass. are spending the Spring va
cation at the Hellier home.

$3.00
.

Beg. $10.00

Supreme
frC
Pu«h Up War»W
BEAUTY
AIDS

fi* ■*•*•»! value la SO '

BCACKINGTON’S
310MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

• Lynn Bari
Mary Beth Hughes* .Idword
Brtphy . Ben "Shodrath'' Carter
On The Same Program
ATEST NEWS OF THE DAY’
Shew Times
Matinee 2.00 l». M.

Lieutenant Commander and Mrs.
Carlton Farwell Sncw have issued
invitations to the marriage of their
daughter Eleanor to William Darsie
Rounds, Saturday, April 26 at 5
o’clock. Congregational Church.

TELEPHONE 593-M
I

Mr. and Mrs. Amory B Allen ar
rive today from St. Petersburg,
Fla., where they spent the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Copeland, who
have been occupying the Allen
residence on Limerock street, re
turned' today to Warren.

MAY WE ... REMIND YOU
Spring means Easter
Easter means New Clothes
New Clothes mean Smart Hairstyles
Smart New Hairstyles mean Expert
Hairdressing
that Expert Hairdressing means . . .
that
that
that
that

PAYSON’S BEAUTY SALON
10 SCIIOfM. ST.

OIT ROCKI.ANO POST OFFICE

TEL. 1078
42-lt

\
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Three Good Months

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday. April 8, 1941

PORT CLYDE

CELLAR, BUT NO STAIRS

Her Hobby, Buttons; Lots of ’Em

(Continued from Page One)

storms vagaries, and was soon interested by the sgnt of the Strong
High School building in which I
had spoken two or three years ago
as the guest of Hcrace P. Maxcjf
of Rockland, a foi mer principal of
Warren High Schcol.
Then we came to Avon and final
ly to Phillips. Not knowing the
route Bob had selected I was con
siderably puzzled.
“Something wrong here," I re
marked.
“Give me that map!” said IP'o.
To discover that we had traveled
16 miles in the opposite direction
Charging 32 needless miles to profit
and loss we returned to Farmington. and came heme via Livermore!
Had we been strangers to
Fall

The Naumers have returned to
New York after spending a few days
** theJr Summer home

Portland, and Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Maloney cf Falmouth were gut ,r$
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ul., ,4
Davis.
Mrs. Minnie Chadwick and Mrs
Elizabeth Chadwick are visit 111 n,
Lubec.
Mrs. Springer has returned to nor
home in Friendship after sper, mg
the Winter with Mrs. Ada Brenr.an.
Mrs. Carlos Davis and son C ios
have returned home after spen
a week in Stonington. Conn.
Miss Verona Miller passed a > ,
days recently in Cainden witli . . r
aunt. Mrs. Walter Barter.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Chat;
have returned home after spend::.-;
the Winter in Friendship

the sign is a very conspicuous onetwo large wagon wheels, in gay
Miss Josephine Thompson is
colors, mounted on the lawn
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Har
Following the Pine Tree Trail
old Hupper in Martinsville.
we passed “Baldpate Lodge," but
Dr. Carroll of Belmont, Mass.. Is
net possessing one of the “Seven
March 25 we had a rather heavy
having a heating system installed
and wet snowfall ln the eastern
Keys” we did not seek admittance.
in his Summer home here.
part of the State which put com
In New Sharon we paused to in
Arthur Mills of Tenant’s Harbor
munication systems pretty well out
spect the smoldering ruins of a
is clerking in Ralph Simmons gro
of commission for the time being
farm house which had burned that
cery store.
and caused more or less trouble to
morning. A one-man fire depart
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown and
electric power wires. The storm
ment manipulated a pocket-size
children, and Fred Butler of South
affected only the eastern part of
gasoline engine which was pumping
cur territory. In that area, most of j
cn to the ruins a stream of water
our trouble came from limbs of
Northern Maine this might have
from an inexhaustible brook supply.
trees being bent over until they
He told us that the family had
been pardonable, but hating U
touched our wires or being broken
just moved onto the farm and had
eled that way more than a score
off altogether and falling onto them.
no insurance. Some furniture was
of t.mes it was----- but never mind. I Subscribe to The Courler-Oa7> -te
Bo far as has been reported to this
ycu can ask Bob about it.
office, none of our poles were
saved, but it was a disconsolate
broken down.
scene, such as one views tco eften
The way in which our transmis
ln rural communities where an
COME IN AND
sion and distribution lines have
overheated chimney Ls apt to mean
withstood some of the very severe
SEE SAMPLES OF
the destruction of an entire stand
storms which we have had in the
of buildings.
last few years has confirmed our
“The Swan’s Nest" is the name
•••
opinion that our lines were not only
cf
a tourist home in New Sharon.
well built in tlie first place, but that
But
no swans were visible on the
they have been well maintained and
exterior.
The view from this vil
are in excellent condition now The
Part of thp button collection made by Mrs. Leroy Tolman of Rockville over a period cf several years. She
lage
is
a
magnificent
one, climaxed
hurricane of September. 1933. when has a totaJ of 2000 buttons of every type and description, ranging from one-eighth of an inch in diameter to
the wind velocity reached 100 miles over two inches. The buttons are grouped according to style and size and sewed to paper plates that makes Sunday by the snowclad Oxford
per hour, was an extremely good quite an effective display.
—Photo by Cullen.
hills.
test, particularly of our older lines.
Making Good In Motor Game
They all stood up very well and we
On the outskirts of Farmington
lost less than 20 poles out of the
a chimney fire was in progress, but
THE LYRIC MUSE
165,000 which were set in the ground
the department had it in hand. Af
at that time.
Send Home Word of Their
IVIrs. Cuddy Recalls Some
fixed to maple trees along the way
Some months ago we employed a
Doings While Under
Of Its Employes—Likes
were many tin palls into which tlie
consulting engineer to examine the
different classes of the Company's
sugary liquid was dripping.
the Colors
the Memory Sketches
property and ascertain in his own
“Hello, Bob!”
Casual Battalion
way their condition, and finally give
New Haven, April 2
Pre** weof
The salutation came from a
O. R. & D. De.po
us an opinion as to whether or not,Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
stranger on Farmington’s Main
Brooklyn Army Base
our depreciation and maintenance
Reading free Member’s memory |
street.
Proved to be H . A Carman,
Publication Limited to Brief
provision is large enough That re sketches takes my mind from the Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
one
of
the
partners of the Morton
Poems
port has not yet been given to us, present day confl'ct to the unhamAbout a W(*k ago a “sailir‘» list"
of Original Composition
Motor
Co.,
a Deer Isle boy who
but in connection with his work, as
Needs
,
.
...
,
i , ’ was published at Fort Slocum,
By Subscribers
had
met
up
with
Bob at an Ameri
Sew'ng
well as our own study of our plant pered past with employment for
,
where we have been stationed for
can Legion convention. He intro
and much to our
which has been going on for several all Americans with a desire to make
Motion*
duced us to his partner L. B. Mor
years, we have had occasion to the most of liis opportunity.
APRIL S MESSAGE
. great disappointment the names
The Courier-Gazette]
ton, a native of Washington, whose
check the condition of some of our
No thought of war or greed to Charles A. Simpson and Stewart When [For
dawn moved up the April sky
Draperies^
father,
Jchn Morton of that town
oldest transmission lines. One of
•
, ,•
More Than 10,000 Fabrics to See
the winds as Night passed
the lines examined was one built In ™“»'
Today with M. Pollard had been omitted. But, And roused
located in Farmington years ago,
by.
1911 from Augusta to Farmingdale, the call for war production in the what could we expect, we'd been A maiden fair tripped flown the treeze to establish a bakery. He became
In our Order Office you con inipect—tee and "fouch-teit —the
And. touching gently flowers and trees.
There are 514 poles in this line and factories and our boys being sent there only a week.
Awoke the buds on dale and plain
interested
in
automobile
salesman

T^Scurtjj^L
fine quality of Sears merchandise before placing your order. You
of that total number only 151 have to training camps by thousands, it
Then very unexpectedly a new And hillsides turned to song again.
been renewed up to tiie present is little wonder that our minds go list was proclaimed, and’ among She said: “Grim Winter you must go ship. proved very successful at it,
con
see
the
real
colors,
designs,
ond
fine
textures
of
such
things
And lilt your chilling robe of ■■now. and out of this small beginning
Sbee’s
time because of age. In addition back to other days when everybody the 460 names we feund the two Withdraw
Into your halls of sleep
as dress goods and suitings, hosiery, house linens, curtains, and
13-Blankctsz was
given
tne
chance
to
make
a
While
I walk fields and valleys deep was created the Chevrolet and Pon
were replaced because of line re
which most interested us. Then And lift my eyes unto the hills
towels. In our Order Office you can even find such things as
tiac Sales and Service of Farminglocations. This means that 279 living and would report for duty in came the task of sorting, repack That they may wake the sleeping
a
simple
but
bus
ness
like
way
and
rills."
ton,
one
of
the
largest
and
best
samples of rubber goods, mattress ticking, baby shoes, gloves,
poles are still standing after 30
ing
and
checking
of equipment and The crows gave fourth a Joyful cry
wculd
apply
himself
to
his
duties
equipped
motor
establishments
in
years of service. At the time of the efficiently to meet the demands of
and Venetian blinds. Visit our Order Office today and see for
light streamed up the April sky
personal belongings.
The next As
that section oi Maine. Friends of
1038 hurricane these poles had been
While Winter sadly turned to go
yourself
just how easy it is to buy exactly what you want.
his employer. Everyone satisfied
,4 Wir-dothese partners in Knox and Han
set 27 years. None failed during with no strikes or worries. Each morning we were awakened out of To seek his crystal halls below.
ond Blind*
Maurice P. Hill
cur pleasant “-Hawaiian Dreams"
that storm. We maintain a regular
cock counties will be well pleased
Rockland.
SPfCfAl
CATALOGS.
In
addition
to
all
rtgulor
catalogs,
.
i. ,
wo:king in accord with his neigh- at the hour of 5.30—the nerve of
at » at r
inspection service for all of our
to learn that they are prospering.
we hove over 100 specio/ catalogs ... everything from furs
SPRING
Tents,
poles. Careful attention is paid to
some
people!
to furnaces, toupees to tools. If the merchandise you want
An attempted call upon ex-Sena
If I may be allowed the privilege
,5—A**ninS*'
[For The Courier-Gazette]
rt placing poles that have been da.n- I wculd like to mention a few
After breakfast, the “Select 400“
isn
’
t
in
regular
catalogs,
ask
to
see
these
special
books.
sunlight through the window tor Sumner P. Mills formerly of
Seat CoverS
.ged by decay or from other causes names brought to mind through the were marched to Raymond Hall The pane
Rock'.and and Stonington was un
Lays bright upon the floor.
Vo such an extent that they are no 1 medjum of these memory sketches where we were g-ven a rather hur
ASK ABOUT SEARS CONVENIENT EASY PAYMENT PLAN
successful for reason tliat the
And wind that stirs the dormant
longer safe.
| Mowry’ and Payson’s employes ried but careful, physical exam
shrubs
Farmington attorney was away in
Swings wide the unlatched door
The Company has several major WhC|n j remember after a lapse of ination. At 11 o’clock we hai our
And whisks the chimney-smoke aloft his car.
projects under way this year. The nealiy 40 ycars are the late Dan
birds are cn the wing.
a.nner. whicu, by no means, came AsWhere
Nature, wakening from sleep.
Why the Sncw W’as Deeper
ingest of these is tlie new steam Packard, boss cutter. Hattie MeProclaims
the season Spring.
vj>
to
some
avals
we
have
eattn
plant at Wiscasset which was begun £ervey bookkeeper in the upstairs
We decided to return home via
Across brown fields the melting snow
last Fall, scheduled to be in opera- department; the late Mrs. Mowry in Roekand aqd vicinity. I guess
Discloses moulding leaves
Wilton. As we rode along I was
tion Jan. 1, 1942. The past Winter fOreiady; and Mabel Fish, assist- our Maine tastes for food do not And matted grass, small rivulets
somewhat mystified by the increas
Join the brook that weaves
lias been very favorable for outdoor ant; gva ancj jennje Ginn and John fit too well in New York. We then ItsWill
way beside the low stonewall;
ing depth of the snow—several feet
Gray rocks where mosses cling.
work and as a result this plant has Rankin. Tlie long arm of matri- shouldered our baggage and “pack- And
heavens blue is overhead.
by the roadside, and goodness only
gone along just about according to mony reached out into the normal muled" it to the waiting ship. At
Be glad for this is Spring.
knows
how deep in the woods and
schedule. Tlie excavation for the lives of Jennie and John and they noon, w’e embarked on ye goode
Rose B. Hupper
TELEPHONE 1380
433 MAIN STREET,
Tenants
Harbor.
pastures
—but I atttributed it to a
foundation lias been nearly com accepted the responsibilities of sh:ppe “Bridadier General Arthur
r r » «*
pleted. some concrete has been laid, marr'age and later established a W. Yates” at the Quartermaster
APRIL
the wharf has been built and home in Camden.
[For
The
Courier-Gazette]
Dock
at
Fort
Slocum
and
enjoyed
preparation has been made for the
Others employed were Anna and
Here
Is
April,
laughing
April.
erection o' the 1CO.OCO barrel oil Lettie Sherer and a married sister a three-hour trip to the Army
With her bonnet full of showers;
Here
comes
flower'wee.es.,
nowers
tank which is expected to arrive Marge Ingraham; Annie Sullivan, Base in Brooklyn.
Returned to gladden many hours.
The scenic boat ride took us
about the middle of April. A great Flora Lord, Florence Hyler and
Sky Ls brilliant blue and cloudless.
deal of material has either already many others. Nina Farrington was under several of New York's larg
Then tls showering chill and drear;
laughing April, countless
.been delivered at the site or will be book-keeper in the office with Ethel est bridges, giving us a view’ of April,
Changes greet us here.
Sherman
assistant.
Arthur
Price
shipped in the near future.
their understructures. Skyscrap Boys with marbles, girls with ropes
The building of a 110,000-volt was engineer and machinist; John ers popped up from nowhere as
Skip and sing and laugh with glee;
are running, trout iu ottlng.
transmission line from this plant ny Moulaison assistant engineer, tulips do in the Spring. Tugs, Brooks
Who will walk a mile with me?
to our substation in Windsor, to- all of whom stand out quite vividly
fishing boats, barges, liners and Hurry home! Here conies a snow
gether with the rebuilding of a through the columns of your
squall!
ferries passed us and exchanged
friendly
paper
Wind has whipped to tempest bold;
33,OCO-volt line from Wiscasset to
mj overcoat and rubbers.
The factory being a wooden struc their tooting salutes with our im Where's
Bath has also progressed well and
Oh. I fear I've taken cold
K. S. F.
we still expect to have these lines ture I was a little fearful of fire maculate white ship.
Rockland.
When we neared the Brooklyn
in operation by July 1. A crew has with no means of escape only
been clearing the right-of-way be through the office, the main exit Navy Yard we met a small fleet of
tween Gulf Island and Portland in or gate being locked during work the Navy's newest “mosquito boats” to Panama, the keystone of our
ing hours. But fortunately no fire
National Defenses.
preparation for the erection of an
occurred although I understand cruising along. And gradually we
Monday is the day, April is the
other llO.OCO-volt line between these
saw the cold gray hulls of the
two points. This work of clearing that later a fire did level the old Navy's warhorses rising majestic month, the eighth is the date, and
factory and on its site stands a
is pretty nearly completed and filling
station, and the Armour ally from the green water—cruis 1941 is the year when the “wander
actual construction of the line plant.
lust twins," Simpson and Pollard,
ers. battleships, destroyers and re
should go forward rapidly.
Speaking of bands, Wesley Rokes pair ships lying in tranquility at of Thomaston and Waldcboro re
January. February and March of whom I knew very well,played cor
spectively will board the Army
this year have been fairly good net in one of the Rockland bands. their docks.
transport Washington, for the
At commercial wharves we saw
months for this Company. General Arthur Hall band leader I knew by
Hawaiian Islands to spend the ex
business has been good and our sale sight. My uncle, L. L. Lambert, ships of foreign powers (or should
citing
period of three years.
of kilowatt-hours has steadily in played ba-ss drum in Reed's Cadet I use that word. Who can right
And,
as serial stories go, “Follow
creased. The amount of rainfall Baird in Waldoboro.
fully call the Powers of a year ago
the
amazing
adventures of the
during these three months has been
I too. have hobbies. My most ac Powers today?) loading cargoes or
anout the lowest on record, yet the tive hobby is dabbling in oils, some lying idly interned. What we saw ‘Wanderlust Twins' as they will ap
pear at frequent intervals in the
water which was in storage Jan. 1 of which have been sent to midtoday is something worth w’h:le
has enabled us to get our supply of western States.
columns of The Courier-Gazette.
remembering and telling to our de
energy largely from water power
The Courier-Gazette has just ar scendants (if any) in the years to Kncx County’s leading newspaper.’and our steam plants have been rived and I cannot resist seating
Stew’art M. Pollard
operated only a small part of the myself for a friendly visit and to comeAs we neared the Army Base
time. During January we used learn the news from heme while
practically no steam; we used very some of the work stands in mute dock we saw the Statue of Liberty
little in February, and in March testimony that I should be doing rising from the harbor, enshroud
1 ave operated our two steam plants something else.
ed in wisps of mist, as a symbol of
at Bucksport only* part of the time.
Thanks to you Iree for what you our Liberty, a symbol of our coun
YOUR VACATION
P.ecently, the new plant here has are doing for all who have the try’s Freedom from the European
operated four or five days a week chance to read your memory
and world turmoil.
for 16 hours a day and the smaller sketches.
Mrs. O G. Cuddy
Tied to the dock at which we
37 Tilton street.
plant has been run 24 hours a day.
Make your
landed
was the U. S. Army trans
It is probably that within a short
enjoyment
complete stop ■
time the flow of water in our rivers Harrison and daughters Joan and port, Washington. America’s larg
at El Comodoro. ”
will be sufficient so that the plants Barbara of Bloomfield. N. J., have est and most modem transport
Centrally located in
will be shut down for a while.
Miami.
250 rooms returned home after being called ship.
with combination tub
"The
Washington
is
the
ship
here by the serious illness of their
and shower bath Rates
you are to go to Hawaii in.’’ said
from $2.50 single and
CLARK ISLAND
father, James Harrison.
$4
00 double Air-cool
one
of
our
officers.
’
“
It
’
s
tlie
first
Alexander Morrison has employ
Maurice Jones is employed here by
ed coffee shop oilers
excellent
ment in Bath.
James Williams of South Thomaston trip it has made as a transport,
Mr and Mrs. Emery Niles of and is engaged in papering and so I hope you don't get torpedoed."
Very cheerful remark, doncha
Rockland were callers Wednesday painting.
A GENERAL MOTORS MASTERFKC
A PENCIL AND PAPER are all
greater size, its ultra-smart Body by Fisher,
on Mr. and Mrs. Henning Johnson.
Mrs. Myrtle Simmons and Leroy think? But I believe float huge
that you need to figure why more
its Triple-Cushioned Ride, Tru-Arc Steer
Miss Shirley Johnson, a senior at Spear of Augusta. Miss Hazel Lane U. S. flag prominently painted on
Pontiac “Torpedoes" are being
ing, Lifetime Oil Cleaner and scores more
Bf. George High School, was recently- of Rockport, and Mrs. Jesse Wil its sides would cause any hostile
| MV&MOBSmt MfTWMy MOttU.
bought by former all-three owners than ever
. . . and there's your answer to Pontiac’s
announced salutatorian of the class liams were recent callers on Mr ship to think twice before using it
before.
record success. But why figure this out for
Personal
Simply mark down the delivered price of yourself
as a tf.get. Those red. white and
of 1941
and Mrs Charles Butler.
—let your nearest Pontiac dealer do
Direction
the Pontiac De Luxe “Torpedo” and sub
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Jones had
it for you today!
Mrs. Owen Chaples is a patient blue fii-gs stand for a lot, ani
OMph
tract
from
it
the
delivered
price
ofthe
de
hive
L Ada
as visitors this week, William F at Knox Hospital.
everybody knows it.
model of any of the lowest-priced three. The
★PONTIAC PRICES BEGIN AT S828 FOR
Mgr.
Davis and Arthur J Clark of Union.
We were herded off the “Brig.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Jones spent
difference is so slight that owners say you
THE DE LUXE “TORPEDO” SIX
V. L Beverage of North Haven, and the weekend with Mr and Mrs W. Gen. Yates" and marched to our
BUSINESS COUPE
hardly notice it when spread over easy
monthly terms.
Lewis Robinson of Wiley’s Corner
F. Robbins of Rockville.
new quarters. On the way, we
Delivered at Pontiac, Mich. State tax, optional
Then add your estimation of the value of
James Williams of South Thom
equipment and accessories—extra. Prices and
Ralph Caven of Connecticut is passed crews of men unloading
all the extra features Pontiac gives you—its
specift cations subject to change without notice.
aston was guest Wednesday of his visiting at his home here
rnt sms ant wm nt isai nutr
miles of new Army trucks and
sister, Mrs Jesse Williams.
cars. What a sight! These pieces
Mr. and Mrs. William Harrison of COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS of motorized transportation, I
C.
* Bap ford and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
12 BAYVIEW STREET,
CAMDEN, MAINE
WORK WONDER*
learned are destined to be shipped
712
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAIN*
--------------- ----- -- -- * *

Central Maine Starts the
New Year Right-Progress
Of New Ventures

ISSUI D
Tuesday

Thursday
Saturday
Established Januaa

► af Sears

ORDER

Old Pant Factory

“EASTER

Uncle Sam’s Boys

WALL
The balance of ol

See and "Touch-Test

ACTUAL SWATCHES

in

Q § New Sample Books

rs«t,e'y'

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

ORDER OFFICE

Former owners of low-priced cars

are m:taking this

q/w7esf^Sff

N

1

J

ELCO

Tbrfffae

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

W. HOPKINS, INC.

C. M. BLAI
G62 MAIN ST.

Your

safety

anij

mechanical coni
free tests withoil
“shimmy” and
expensive tire wt
.. . hut YOU’RII

FACTORY TRi
VISE ALL TE!
We have arrange
with us during tl
will be in cha|
decide to have

DYER’S GAR]
April 14th
SPEND PAT!

IN BO!
GO BY

Round Trip
(Children under

SEE
• Big League B^
Bees vs. Philac
Bees vs. Brooi|
« Annual B.A.A
thon Race
• Popular Hit SI
• Visit Friends
• Horse Racing
Narragansett

Only $4.^
Only $4.95
Only $5.2(^
Comparable Lo>

